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GOAL 
TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER EXPER IMENT GOAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF A GRAVIMETER TO MEASURE VARIATIONS 
IN LUNAR GRAVITY WITH RESPECT TO THE LM LANDING SITE 
TRANSFER THE MAGN ITUDE OF THE EARTH'S GRAVITY TO 
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TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER EXPERIMENT 
ACCOMPL I SHMENTS 
PRELIMI NARY DES IGN REVIEW 





PALLET I DC 
CEI SPECIFICATION PART 1 
THERMAL MODEL 
PRODUCTION PROTOTYPE STARTED 
ENG I NEER I NG MODEL 
23/24 FEB 71 
15 APR 71 
24 JUNE 71 
25 JUNE 71 
JUL Y 71 
10 AUG 71 
1 SEPT 71 
AUG 71 
LATE SEPT 71 
TeE 
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TRAVER SE GRAV I'METER EXPER I MENT -,~HEDULE 
A]MI J IJ IAlslolNID J IFIMIAIMIJIJ LA 
DESIGN vCDR 
BREADBOARD PROCUREMENT ..... yt' 
FABRICATION 
-.: COMPLETE TEST ... 
THERMAL MODEL PROCUREMENT 
... FABRICA TlON v HARDWARE COMPLETE TEST 
't' 
INTERFACE V 100 10 COMPLETE 
TRAINING • 100 % COMPU:.I t 
ENGINEERING MODEL MECH.PREC. 




TEST FUNCTION QUAl. 
.... 
RELEASES ELECTRONICS A 
PACKAGING A I N PROCESS 
MECH. A 
PROTOTYPE IN PROCESS FABRICATION "f' 
TEST 
'" QUALIFICATION UNIT ' I N PROCESS 
FABRICATION 
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INSTRUMENT OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND PROCEDURES 
TeE 
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OPERAT IONAL INTERFACES 
l. TG MECHANICAL DESIGN FEATURES 
2. EXTERNAL FEATURES 
3. PALLET I NTERFACE AND STOWAGE 
4. CONTROLS DISPLAYS 
5. LUNAR OPERATION 
A. I N IT I AL DEPLOYMENT 
B. GENERAL OPERAT ION 
C. INITIAL MEASUREMENTS 
D. TRAVERSE MEASUREMENTS 
E. POST TRAVERSE DEPLOYMENT 
F. ALTERNATE TRAVERSE OPERATIONS 
6. MISSION SUPPORT AND DATA FLOW 
7. PRELIMINARY TG LUNAR OPERATIONS TIME LINE 
~E · . . . 













RAD IATOR . 
~~ 
COVER (0 I SPLAY & CONTROL) 
E -FRAME MOD ULES 
(PEND. AMP MULTI PLEXER & 
TEMP CONTROLLER 
- GIMBAL HOUS !!~G 
STEPPER MOTeR 
PRECI S I ON OVEN 
PENDULUM 
= );> Y! 
GEAR BOX 
PHASE LOCK tOOP MODULE 
BAITERY PACK ASSY 
AFT LEG ASSY 
TeE 
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I 
TGE EXTERNAL CHARACTER I STI CS 
. 1. INSULATION BLANKET 
2. RAD IATOR 
3. RAD IATOR COVER 
4. DISPLAY PANEL COVER 
5. 3 PIP PINS FOR HARD MOUNTI NG TO PALLET 
6. HANDLE FOR CARRYING AND LATCHING TO LRV 
7. 3 FEET FOR LUNAR SURFACE OPERATION 
~E .. . . . . . 
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Number of controls: 





20~ 0 inches 
11. 0 inches 
9. 75 inches 
30 pounds max. 
One toggle switch (ON I STBY) and 
three pushbuttons (BIAS, GRAV 
and READ) 
Qne nine digit numerical display, 
of which the first seven digits are 
for GRAVITY/BIAS information and 
and the last two are for temperature 





GRAV (gravity measuring) 
BIAS (bias measuring) 
REA D (display) 





Normal level, bias mode 
Normal exit, bias mode 
Bias measure 
Bias exit 
CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS 
CONTROLS 
ONI STBY SWITCH 
B lAS PUSHBUTTON 
GRAVITY PUSHBUnON 
READ PU SHBUTTON 
D I SPLAYS 
LEVELl MEASURE I ND ICATOR 
NUMERIC DISPLAY 
G RA V I TY I B I AS DIS P LA Y 
PLL BYPASS 
EXCESSIVE VIBRATION 
EXCESS I VE TILT 
TEMP D I SPLAY 
. VSA TEMP 
TEMP ALARM 
TeE 
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THERMAL INTER PRETAT ION 
STATUS THERMAL COND IT I ON OF 9th DIG IT 
Normal Temperatu re AI arm Status is normal PI us - Note I 
Normal Temperatu re AI arm Status is normal Minus - Note 2 
Cold Battery Pack Assembly temperature is below 4ZOF Plus - Note I 
Cold Battery Pack Assembly temperatu re is below 4ZoF Minus - Note 2 
Warm I ntermediate oven assembly temperatu re is Plus - Note I 
above 100°F 
Warm I ntermediate oven assembly temperature is Mi nus - Note 2 
above 100°F 
, 
Hot I ntermediate oven assembly temperature is Plus - Note I 
above 115°F 
Hot I ntermediate oven assembly temperature is Minus - Note 2 
above 115°F 
NOTE I 
VSAI P-OVEN assembly temperature is above set point by a magnitude 
indicated" in the 9th digit of the numeric;;display. 
NOTE 2 
VSAI P-OVEN assembly temperature is below set point by a magnitude 
indicated in the 9th digit of the numeric display. 
TeE. 
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LUNAR OPERATIONS (CONT) 
GENERAL OPERATIONS 
TO IN ITIATE A MEASUREMENT'-
1. GRAVITY - DEPRESS GRAV PB 
(OR) BIAS - DEPRESS BIAS PB 
(OR) PLL BYPASS - GRAV AND READ PBIS 
REPORT THE START OF A MEASUREMENT 
TO MCCt 
2. MONITOR INDICATOR LITE 
FLASH I NG - LEVEll NG CYCLE 
STEADY ON - MEASUREMENT CYCLE 
(DO NOT DISTURB TG) 
OFF - MEASUREMENTI,COMPLETE 
TO READ DATA -
1. ALERT GROU ND TO TAKE DATA 
2. OPEN DIS PLAY COVER 
3. DEPRESS READ PB 
4. . VOICE 9 DIGIT NUMERIC DISPLAY TO 
GROUND (DISPLAYWILL STAY L1TED FOR 
APPROX 18 SECONDS) 
5. GROUND WILL READ BACK FOR 
CONFIRMATION 
6. CLOSE D I SPLAY COVER AFTER EACH 
TRANSMISSION 
TeE 
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LUNAR OPERATIONS (CONT) 
! 
OPERATION TIME (SECONDS) 
'" 
: TYPE OF LEVEL CYCLE MEA SU RE CYCLE TOTAL D I SPLAY 
MEASUREMENT (FLASH I NG LITE) PRE-MEAS MEASURE MEAS. TIME 
(I ND I C LITE STEADY ON) 
GRAV (OR PLL o (m in) 57 (min) 44 (min) 101 (min) 18 (nom) 
BYPASS) 20 (max) 84 (max) 64 (max) 168 (max) 
BIAS 90 (min) 28 (min) 21 (min) . 139 (min) . 18 (nom) 
110 (max) 71 (max) . 54 (max) 235 (max) 
- - -
~E . 
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LUNAR OPERATIONS 
INITIAL DEPLOYMENT 
1. REMOVE GEOLOGY PALLET FROM QUAD III 
I NSTALL PALLET ON LRV 
REMOVE PALLET HANDLI NG RA ILS 
. 2. REMOVE AND DISPOSE OF TGE (3) HARD 
MOUNT PINS AND (3) PIP PINS 
REMOVE AND DISPOSE OF DISPLAY COVER AND RADIATOR 
COVER VELCRO LAUNCH LATCHES 
3. PLACE TG ON! STBY SW ITCH (UNUER ~D I SPLAY COVER) 
I N·ON POS ITION ~ . . 
REPORT THI S ACTION TO LMCC 
NOTE 
Ehsure display cover is closed when not in use. 
NOTE 
Allow approximately 90 seconds warm up time (after switching 
to ON mode) before attempting a measurement. 
~E . . 
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LUNAR OPERAT IONS (CONT) 
INITIAL MEASUREMENTS: 1. INITIAL TEMP READING 
. 2. PLL BYPASS MEASUREMENT 
3 • . NORMAL GRAVITY MEASUREMENT 
4. B lAS MEASUREMENT 
PLACE TGE ON LUNAR SURFACE. 
I DEPRESS READ PUSHBUnON AND VOICE TEMP (2 DIGIT) DISPLAY 
TO GROUND. 
NOTE: 
At th is time the VSA temp data is NG; 
however, the temp alarm status is valid 
(i. e. the temp alarm status is always 
cu rrent. The VSA temp is that tempera-
ture at the time of the last measurement). 
NOTE: 
--
The temp data is decoded by Ground 
Control. Corrective action will be 
directed by Mission Control if req'd. 
TeE 
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LUNAR OPERATIONS (CONT) 
I N IT I AL MEASUREMENTS (CONT) 
II PLL BYPASS MEASUREMENT 
. (TH I S MEASUREMENT I S NORMALLY PERFORMED ONLY ONCE. ) 
1. DEPRESS GRAV AND READ BUTTONS SIMULTANEOUSLY. 
2. MON ITOR I ND ICATOR LI GHT LOCATED ON 0 I SPLAY COVER: 
FLASH I NG - I ND I CATES LEVEll NG CYCLE (Q TO 20 SEC) 
STEADY ON - I NO I CATES MEASUREMENT CYCLE (81 TO 148 SEC) 
OFF - MEASUREMENT COMPLETE. 
NOTE: 
The TG automatically turns off power · 
before the level i ng cycle is completed 
if the TG base is greater than 150 
from· horizontal. 
NOTE: 
Do not disturb the TG while in the 
measurement cycle since PLL is 
bypassed and excess vibration 
(3 zeroes) will not be indicated 
on displ ay. 
3. ALERT GROUND CONTROL THAT MEASUREMENT CYCLE I S COMPLETE AND 
DATA I S READY TO BE TRANSMITIEO. 
TC E 
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LUNAR OPERATIONS (CONTI NUED) 
INITIAL MEASUREMENTS (CONTINUED) 
4. OPEN D I SPLAY COVER AND DEPRESS READ PUSHBUTTON TO 
ENERG I ZE NUMER leD I SPLAY. 
NOTE: . 
If seven zeroes are displayed in the gravity! bias 
display, . the TGE base is more-than 150 from 
horizontal and must be repos itioned. 
5. VO I CE THE 9 DIG IT DATA (PREFERABLY I N BLOC KS OF 3 DIG ITS) 
TO THE GROUND. GROUND CONTROL WILL READ BACK THE DATA 
FOR VERIFICATION. 
6. CLOSE THE D I SPLAY COVER AFTER TRANSM ISS ION I S COMPLETED. 
TC E 
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LUNAR OPERAT IONS (CONT) 
INITIAL MEASUREMENTS (CONT) 
III NORMAL GRAVITY MEASUREMENT 
1. DEPRESS GRAV AND READ PUSHBUTTONS SIMULTANEOUSLY 
(S ETS THE PLL ACT I VEl 
NOTE: 
-
All futu re meas u rements will 
be initiated by depressing the 
, gravity push button on Iy. 
CAUTION: 
Operator should avoid disturbing 
. the TGE in the measure cycle. 
Any significant vibration will 
cause the fi rst 3 digits to be zero 
to indicate this condition. 
IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO MONITOR THE INDICATOR LIGHT. VERIFY 
THE LIGHT I S OUT BEFORE ATTEMPT I NG TO READ DATE. 
2. TRANSMIT DATA TO GROUND AND CLOSE D I SPLAY COVER. 
NOTE: 
The most significant digit in the display will 
no longer be zero, indicating the PLL is active. 
TC E 
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LUNAR OPERATION (CONT) 
I NIT IAL MEASUREMENTS (CONT) 
IV B lAS MEASUREMENT 
1. DEPRESS BIAS PUSHBUTTON 
LEVEL CYCLE (90 TO 110 SECONDS) 
MEASURE CYCLE (49 TO 125 SECONDS) 
2. IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO MONITOR THE INDICATOR LIGHT. OTHER 
TASKS MIGHT BE PERFORMED AT THIS TIME. HOWEVER, DO NOT 
DISTURB THE TGE I N THE MEASURE CYCLE. 
3. AT A CONVENIENT TIME, TRANSMIT DATA TO GROUND IN THE MANNER 
DESCR I BED ABOVE. 
PR lOR TO TRAVERSE, MOUNT THE TGE ON LRV. 
TeE 
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LUNAR OPERATIONS (CONT) 
TRAVERSE OPERATION 
TeE 
1. PR lOR TO TRAVERSE, TAKE A B lAS AND GRAVITY MEASUREMENT I N THE 
V I C I N ITY OF THE LM. 
2. TAKE GRAVITY MEASUREMENT AT EACH LRV STOP ACCORDING TO THE 
FOLLOW I NG REQU I REMENTS: 
a. TOTAL READ I NGS - APPROX 60 (EXPER I MENTAL GOAL). 
20 - 30 READINGS PER TRAVERSE (EXPERIMENTAL GOAL). 
MINIMUMOF 5 READINGS PER TRAVERSE. 
b. TGE HOR IZONTAL POS IT ION ACCURACY 
+ 10 METER S NEAR LM 
+25 METER S AT FARTHEST PO I NT FROM ~M . 
c. TGE ELEVATION ACCURACY +14 METERS RELATIVE TO LM L' .. <, ' .. 
',:', !<:' DATUM PLANEOVER THE ENIIRE TRAVERSE. 
INTERSTATION ACCURACY ±2 METERS (DESIGN GOAL) 
d. DESIRED STATION SPACING: 0.5 KM MINIMUM, 1.0 KM MAXIMUM . 
e. ELAPSED TIME BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS MUST BE KNOWN TO WITHIN , 
7 MINUTES. 
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LUNAR OPERATIONS (CONT) 
TRAVERSE OPERATION 
3. AFTER TRAVERSE- ., 
. a. REMOVE TGE FROM LRV AND PLACE I N SHADE OF LM. 
b. TAKE FI NAL GRAVITY READ I NG. 
c. PLACE ONI STBY SW ITCH IN STBY (CHECK LIST ITEM) 
d. CLOSE D I SPLAY COVER (CHECK LIST ITEM) 
e. OPEN RAD I ATOR COVER (CHECK LI ST ITEM) 
~. 
(DUST RADIATOR IF NECESSARY) 
TCE 
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LUNAR OPERATIONS (CONTINUED) 
ALTERNATE TRAVERSE OPERATIONS 
EXCESS IVE VI BRATION ON LRV AT TRAVERSE STATION .uPON DIRECTION FROM 
MISSION CONTROL 
a . . REMOVE TGE FROM LRV AND PLACE ON LUNAR SURFACE WITH BASE LESS 
THAN ISo FROM HOR I ZONTAL . 
b. TAKE GRAVITY READ ING AND RELAY DATA TO GROUND. 
NOTE: 
If th is proced ure is u ns uccessful, the TGE may be pi aced 
in PLL Bypass Mode (upon direction of Mission Control ) 
by depressing GRAV and READ pushbutton simultaneously. 
c. RETURN TGE TO LRV PALLET AND LATCH INPLACE 
Po:' :-..• ,~ . ~ ... .. -. : .... ;:-.;.-.( : )~ 'r 1" ~:'-.J 
. ..... . , . -~-
~ ,- : .~ -.: ~ .... ~- -r' ;", - ! ;:-,:~ 
"; : \' ~ ~ " 1 :_~ ..... : .. : . 
~E . . . . 
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LUNAR OPERATIONS DATA FLOW 
ASTRONAUGHT 
ACTIVITIES ~r " , 
f4- ~ ~ MIT MISSION PR I NC I PLE MI SS ION 
CONTROL INVESTIGATOR SUPPORT 
I 
cE 
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MISSION SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 
1. LI FT OFF TO EVA 1 EGRES S -
A. PROJECT TG TEMP AT TIME OFF EVA 1 BASED ON --: 
PARAMETERS 
LUNAR SUN ELEVATION ANGLE 
LM ATTITUDE (QUAD III) AND SUN ANGLES 
TD DATA: 
LAND I NG AZ I MUTH 
TERRAIN TILT 
TIME INQUAD III 
B. PROJECT BATTERY LIFE BASED ON THERMALDATA 
C. ADVI SE P I FOR TG GOI NO GO FOR EVA 1 
2. EVA ACTIVITIES 
INFORM. AVAIL. 
AT LAUNCH TIME 
TLI THRU "TD 
TD + 5 MI N 
TD + 5 MIN 
A. MONITOR CHECKLIST ITEMS~ STBYI ON SWITCH "ON" OR "STBY" 
RAD I ATOR COVER OPENI CLOSED 
INITIATION OF MEASUREMENTS 
B. RECORD AND EVALUATE: TIME OF MEASUREMENT 
VSA TEMP AND TEMP STATUS ' 
RAW MEASUREMENT DATA 
C. ADVI SE PION TG BEHAVIOR 
PROJECTED LI FE PROJECT TGE LI FE 
. ANOMALOUS DATA CHK ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR 
ALTERNATE OPERATIONS 
TeE 
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stowed in Quad II J. 
Hardmounted. 
Standby Mode 










lIG H/\ f~ y r~u . 
Page 1 of 7 
MIT 
MISSION SUPPORT 
Plot TG E EVA·1 temperature. 
Lunar sun elevation angle available 
from launch date and time 
Plot bat1ery life based on thermal 
data 
Update TGE EVA·l temperature. 
based on Quad III sun ang le data 
Update battery life data 
PlotTGE EVA,l temperature 
based on: 
(a) landing az imuth 
(b) terrain tilt 
Ie) time in Quad III 
Report predicted TGE 
temperature and banery 
life to PI 
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J8JECT llBRAHV NO. 
------------~------------~ 
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Prepare T G E 
TG E checkoutl 
verification on 
lunar.surface 





L R V trave rse LRV 
to AlSEP station 
AlSEP site 
TGE 
ASTRONAUT /TGE OPERATION 
Unstow TGE/Paliet. SecurE TGEI 
pallet on lRV. 
Remove TGE Velcro launch straps. 
Energize TGE ON mode. Remove 
TGE PIP pins. (Operation time: 
5 minutes) . 
Remove TGE from pallet. Deploy 
TGE on lunar surface. Energize 
display. Report TEMP data displayed 
Perform PlL bypass mode measure' 
ment. Report levell measure indica-
tion and and numeric data disp lay. 
Perform normal gravity measuremertt 
mode. Energize display. Report. 
Perform bias gravity measurement 
mode. Energize display. Report. 
( 12 minutes) 
Secure TGE on lRV 
{1/2minutel 
I niti3te and report gravity measur' 
ment. Monitor measurement cycle. 
TGE quiescent during during measure 
cycle. Energize display. 













. Record I evaluate 
TGE data_ 
Confirm TG E 
operation · 
Record I evaluat& 
TGE data and 
time of meas.. 
MIT _ 
MISSION SUPPORT 
Record levaluate TG E data . 
Update thermal and battery data. 
Verify TGE operation 
-'"' ... f""Ir"n t A nr"\n A Tr"\OV 














Back. to LM 
TGE P:acement 








(PRELIMINARY TGE LUNAR OPERATIONS TIMElINE) 
ASTRONAUT ITGE OPERATION 
lRV geology traverse. 
. Report and initiate gravity measure' 
ment at beginning of each Station 
Traverse. (10 seconds) 
Energize display and report numeric 
data displayed before end of each 
Station Traverse. (30 seconds) 
LRV return Traverse to LM. 
Perform gravity measurement. 
( 10 seconds l 
Energize display. 
Report numer:c data displayed 
( 30 seconds) 
Energize TG E STD BY mode. 
Deploy TGE on iunar surface in 
shade of LM. Open Radiator cover 
(2 minutes) (dust Radiator if neces' 
sary) 












Record / evaluate 
gravity data. 
Record I evaluate 
gravity data 
Page 3 of 7 
MIT 
MISSION SUPPORT 
Record/evaluate gravity. thermal. 
battery life data. 
Record / evaluate. advise Pion 
gravity. thermal and battery life 
data. Advise suggested Radiator 
position. 
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: . . . . Page 4 of 7 I 
! (PRELI~INARY TGE LUNAR OPERAT1.0NS TIMELlNE) . 
GET EVENT TGE LOCATION ASTRONAUT/TGE OPERATION 
Close TGE Radiator. Energize TGE 
ON mode. Initiate gravity measure' · 
ment. Energize display. 
Report numeric data displayed 
(operation time TSO) 
Secure TGE to geology pallet 




close rad. TGE 
ON G/M time 
copy disp. 
Verify TG E Go 
PRINCIPLE 
INVESTIGATOR 
Record / evaluate 




Record/evaluate TGE data. 
Advise PI, on gravity, thermal 





! . 142.05 TG E measurement LRV · Perform gravity measurement ( 10 seconds) TG E quiescent during measuring 
Record / evaluate 
gravity data. 
Record / evaluate gravity, thermal 









Report numeric data displayed. 
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ASTRONAUT I TGE OPERATION 
Report and I nitiate gravity measure-
ment at beginning of each Station 
Traverse. (10 seconds) 
Energize display and report numeric 
data displayed before end of each 
Station Traverse. (30 seconds) 
LAV return traverse to LM 
EnergizedTGE STDBY mode. 
Deploy TGE on lunar surface in 
shade of LM 
Report Radiato~'status ' 















Radiator position ' 
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BEGIN EVA-3 ' 
TGE 
LOCATION 
TG E temperature Lunar surface 
verificat ion ' 
TGE GolNo Go 
L R V Traverse 
preparation 
LRV Traverse to 
First Station 
LRV 






ASTRONAUT ITGE OPERATION 
Close TGE Surface Radiator. 
Energize TGE ON mode. 
( 90 seconds dly) 
, Perform gravity mensuremenl 
Energize display. 
Report numeric data displayed 
( operation time TBO) 
Secure TG E to geo logy pallet on 
LRV (1 minute) 
Perform gravity measurement at 
beginning of each Station Traversa. 
( 10 seconds) , 
Energize dis play and report numeric 
data displayed before end of each 
Station Traverse. ' ( 30 seconds) 
LRV return traverse to LM 
MISSION PRINCIPLE MIT ' 
CONTROL INVESTIGATOR MISSION SUPPORT 
Verify TGE ' 
Go to COR 
Record I evaluate 





Record, evaluate TG E data. 
Advise Pion gr<lvity, thermal 
and battery life data 
Record, evaluate gravity, thermal 
and battery life data. 
NAS 9 J I5~~ M.I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY. Combridgo,Mosiochvsolh ePn.t";"67 • 8/7/ 
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,157 .18 . Terminate TG E 
operation 




(PRELIMINARY TGE LUNAR OPERATIONS TlMElINE) 
ASTRONAUT /TGE OPERATION 
Deploy TGE to Lilnarsurface. 
I nitiate gravity measuremerrt 
. (2 minutes) 
Energize display and report numeric 
data displayed. 
Initiate bias gravity measurement mode. 
I 45 seconds) 
Energize display 
Report numeric data displayed. 









R ecordl evaluate 
gravity data: 
Page 7 of 7 
MIT 
MISSION SUPPORT 
Record, evaluate gravity data 
.. 
TGE . 
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INSTRUMENT ERROR ANALYSIS 
NAS 911555 M.I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts. • / 
·/ 
COMPARI SON OF PERFORMANCE REQU I REMENTS 
CONTRACT AND PDR CEI SPEC AND CDR 
MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY (20) 
I N REP EAT A B I L ITY 0.5 milligal 
DRIFT STABILITY [UNCERTAINTY (20) IN ' .. 
RATE OF CHANGE OF VSA DIFFERENCE FREQ.J 4,.8 mllligalf day 
ACCURACY (2a) PROVI DED BOTH NORMAL 




3.2 ppm! day 
5 milligals 
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TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER PERFORMANCE REQU IREMENTS 
E 
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SUMMARY OF ERRORS 
MOON lMEASUREMENTUNCERTAINTY) EARTH (Repeatabilitl onlz) 
SOURCg (J (MGAL) (J2 (MGAL)2 (J ' (MGAL) (J2 (MGAL)2 
; 
. ~ 
A Bias ' o. 10 0.0100 o. 10 0.0100 
A Bias f(T) 0.03 0.0009 --- --
G.6.SF 0.01 0.0001 0.04 0.0016 
'\ G.6.SF f (T) 0.035 0.0012 0.042 0.0018 
\ ' 
Leveling 0.01 ... 0.0001 . 0.03 0.0009 
'Jitter 0.10 0.0100 *---- *-------
Table ----- .. "- ------ 0.15 0.0225 
Loop Bias 0.10 0.0100 -------
VSA Amp 0.10 0.0100 0.022 0.0005 
f(PS) 
Quantization 0.0008 0.0062 
, VSA Amp 0.012 0.0001 ----- --------
f(T) 
, . 
2 ' (J = Total Variance = 0.0432 Total Variance = 0.0435 
(J = 0.208 (J : 0.209 
*Assumcs that earth phase lock loop is not used during repeatability test. 
, _. I 
TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER CONVERS IONS 
REPEATABILITY (ppm to ~g's) 
( M STANDARD DEVIATION' c (61 STANDARD DEVIATION\ • (/)1 NOM(19) IN Jlg's ) \ IN ppm ). Kl " 
where: 6f NOM IS nominal VSA difference frequency (earth normal) 
!:J II VSA differ~nce. frequency (earth normal) 
• .scale factor (H3' g) .! "K I .1 
. \ STAB IL ITY (dAt ~gls' day II: t ppml day) • (M NOK~ @ 1 9 ) 
where: Ilt NOM If nominal VSA difference frequency @ 1 9 
dM 
dt • rate of change of VSA difference frequency 
DISPLAY 
1."152 x 109 
9 • 
OKl 
2 Ko • K29 + K39 +. 
K 1 . 
where! KO II VSA bias 
I.· 
. D • displayed val ue 
TCE. 
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r I 
\ INSTRUMENT FLIGHT CONFIGURATION 
TC E 





CERAM I C INSULATOR 
. BALL 
E-JRAME 













(PEND. AMP MULT I PLEXER & 
TEMP CONTROLLER 
- G 1MB A L H 0 U S I ~~ G 
STEPPER MOTOR 




PHASE LOCK -LOOP MODULE 
.\- INSULATION ASSY 
/~ i (THERMAL BLANKET) 
BATIERY PACK ASSY 
T E G 
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I 
I. 
TGE - REVI SED WEIGHT BUDGET 
. THE FOLLOW I NG I S THE LATEST WE I GHT EST I MATE OF THE TGE. 
G IMBAL.AS SEMBL Y 
BASE HOUSING ASSEMBLY · 
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MECHANICAL DESIGN 
TeE 
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G~ • . 
G ~ I 
~ . I 
(ill I 
CD I 
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TGE GIMBAL ASSEMBLY 
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TGE GIMBAL ASSEMBLY 
CROSS SECTION THROUGH Y AXIS 
! T' E 
" 
::i) 
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TGE', RING 
INTERMEDIATE OVEN TO VSA ~ 
:c ~ ~ > ~ ~. ~ 
... "" . 
-;--
VSA '<HI _ . 
SHIELD _. 
HTR WIRES fROM \ __ LO\'/[R HALf SHIELD 
, ---'IS~'t\ \'.1 . 
! BAT 7.5V Q/ / . .,\ \: =-~. . --""---x.i [ \l\~v .£).~-'6 ~ ...-: ( r::~~ fiTRGNO Q "'",, . ~-«p." C'~ .__ - ,, ~. ,\ " 'Is , . • \ ' " SiS 
- ' \ \ \ ~ :Jt.J' C"'o /A: > "~~' :;r\f '.:/ . '.,. '" , HTR WIRES FROM 
~ c ' ,~ UPPER HALF 
(
r£l,/ ,~ '. 'A~\ .• __ Teo 
(~ ! \ l~~ . :"'~ . . I I~f ' 
, 
\ \ \ ~ '" 
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VSA PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
TeE 








2 3 b.f +lg = 1<0 + K1g + K2g + K3g 




127.29 11. 90 
127. 14 8.87 
127. 79 6.97 
* Determi ned from ± 1 9 data. 
** C = (SF) (f + f ) 1 2 
K * * c** K3 2 
(HZTg2) (HZTg3) (HZ2/g) 
3.4xIO-4 3.1Xl0-3 2. 4140x 106 
3. 5x 10-4 3.0xl0-3 2. 4257x 106 
5.4xl0-4 2. 9x 10-3 2.4055xl06 
4.0xl0-4 2.9xl0-3 2.4031xl06 
. 3.2Xl0-4 3.0xl0-3 2. 3999xl06 
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VSA BIAS AND SCALE FACTOR REPEATABILITY* 
UNIT :' ) BIAS SCALE FACTO R 
-
' . . . 
Slope ' r • r " t ' I Std ' , .. , 'r> YPJ .a .' '~\ ~. Slope Typical Std. 
~g! day) DeviatiQn (fig) (ppm! day) . Deviation (ppm) 
.. 
'I #22 -1. 95 - + 2.57 O. 10 0.01 - + O. 62 0.04 i 
\ #28 ' -3. 14 - + O. 02 O. 10 -0.37 - +0.95 0.03 
#39 -7.9 - -I. 6 O. 10 -0.3 - +2.18 0.02 
#47 -1. 63 - + 2. 42 O. 12 1. 8 - + 2.4 0.02 
#52 -0. 85 - + 0. 6 O. 10 0.07 -+0.2 0.02 
* I ncl udes data taken across coo!downs to room temperature. 
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Un it stored at room .temperature for 1 - 2 weeks. 
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VSA TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY 
BIAS . SF c* 
UNIT (fL9 / oc) (ppm/oc) (ppm/oc) 
-
#22 + 24 +33 -29 
#28 -5 +22 -34 
#39 +7 +33 -31 
#47 +14 . +21 -33 
#52 +64 +37 -34 
*c = (SF)(f1+f2) 
-:-, 
, \:.: 
~ ..... " . M.I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts • 23245 · • . &i71 5-4 
.[ 
VSA AMPLIFIER 
VOLTAGE AND TEMPERATURE SENS IT I V ITY 
Temperature Sensitivity Voltage Sensitivity 
UNIT (UgfoC) ( ~gf tioChange ) 
\ Errgi'neerjng 1 4.0 
-I 
i 
\ Engineering 2 0.5 O. 7 
Engineering 3 1.5 0.8 
Engineering 4 2.3 0.25 
~E .' 
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t- N L 
M ~~ 1 ~ r ~ 
'1-
CROSS TIES 
l / M2 
-N [J 
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VSA CROSS AXI S TEST TR IGONOMETR IC MODEL 




INPUT TO VSA : Ko + K g8R + D sincp + E cosc/> 
E .: A f. - C - D 5 in'+". - E C 05 ,+,. • I 1'1"', '1"', 
ROTARY AXIS 
HORIZONTAL 
M.I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts • 23245 • 8/71 5-7 
I 
CROSS AXI S TEST RESULTS 
Residual Output . 
Unit Peak-Peak 
#22 21. 3 fL9 
i #27 ' 14.3 fL9 ! 
#28 5.6 fL9 
#39 2716 fL9 
#47 1071 'fL9 
#52 11. 9 fL9 
Arma specification. 30 fL9 pk-pk 
TCE 
















VSA #52. INPUT AXIS VIBRATION LIMIT PROFILE 
SINUSOIDAL SWEEP 1.5.0CTAVESI MIN 
0.5).19 shift -- 10 min. wait 
0.5)19 shift -- 6 min. wait 
0.2)19 shift -- 6 min wait 
I 
10 
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VSA #52 CROSS AXIS VIBRATION LIMIT PROFILE 
SINUSOIDAL SWEEP 1.5 OCTAVES! MIN 
0.5)19 shift -- 10 min. wait 








FREQUENCY IN Hz 
100 




• &171 5-10 
I 





I (,:) r-Z 
Z 
0 
21 l- I « ~ 
0::: 
LLJ 





o , , I I I I I 1 • 
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 
TIME IN SECONDS 
M.l.l CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts. 23245 
• 8171 ,5-11 






o t 0 










-2+ -4+ r 
-3+ -6 
-4+ -8 
-5 t -101 
,J/ 
Ix 
(V / ~ ~~ I 
I \j 




//0 . : rA )/ Scale Factor and Bias 
/! · f Reference Level 
° ~.~ x 
/ 
/ 




Acceleration Along I nput Axis 
-6.1. -12 I I I I I I I I 
a 15 3b 45 60 75 90 105 









5 + 0 
4 -2 
VSA SCALE FACTOR AND BIAS VS TIME AFTER APPLICAT ION OF LAUNCH 
ACCELERAT ION PROF! LE. 
ScaleFactor--~·· .~ q ~ 
E . Scale Factor and Bias 









-4 + \ ~ Vl ~BIAS · 
2t -6 
1 
o + -1 VSA 52 
7-29-71 
. Acceleration Applied Along Cross Axis 
-
1 (~ 115 3~ 415 60 ;5 9b 
TIME AFTER RETURN TO PAD ( Minutes) 5-13 
TP 23245 81 71 
UNIT STATUS 
PR I ME FLI GHT 
#28 
#22 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION - ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 
TeE 














































VIBRATING STRING ACCELEROMETER -~ 
1 MV ~ I LIMITER 
VSA 
MAGNET N S 








i i MASS 2 
) 
STRING 2 -+1--





f 1 + f 2 :::: 18.8 kHz 
SF • 127 Hz (g 
e 4V p-p SINE WAVE OUTPUT 
AC ~ Ie 4Vp-p 































TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER - FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
~ - - - OUTEROVEN - - - 1 
I J - -10;EROv'f}/ - - --, I 
I I I 
I I VSA AND ~--H----~ 






I 'L TEM P SENS 
L:1 VSA READOUT I GRAVITY I OUT Of LOGI C • w 01 SPLAY DRIVE LOGIC 
I ---
r,----11100 THo',lo l 
















:-lOR I,\A L I X I 
PE"DUlUM Y 





CONT ROL LOGIC I • 11~~uIIBIASIIGRAVI IREADI 
L--- MEASURE----J 




MUlT I PLEX MOTOR 








L_ PE.:'!)iJi.U~\ Y BIAS I X I 
A',O OCT PUT A .~~P : Y Y STEPPER I 
I L ___ _ 
DISPLAY 




I BAnERY 1 
.130 TH[R\\CSTAT 1 
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GRAV I METER TIMING 
Gravity 
VSA VSA Number of Meas urement Total Time 
Mode Bias Diff. Freq. Counts Quantization Time after Level 
Moon-Normal 3 hz 24. 1 hz 7. 95 x 10 6 ' .024 mgal 63. 7 sec 147.9 sec 
6 
7 hz 28. 1 hz 6.81xl0 .0315 mgal 54. 5 sec 126.5sec 
14 hz 35. 1 hz . 5.48 x 10 6 .0493 mgal 43. 7 sec 101. 5 sec 
Moon-Bias 3 h~ 18. 1 hz 2.65xl0 
6 
.0525 mgal 21. 2 sec 49. 2 sec 
7 hz 14. 1 hz 3.41 x 10 
6 
· 0317 mgal 27.2 sec 63.0 sec 
6 
.00795 mgal 14 hz 7. 1 hz 6. 86 x 10 54.0 sec 125.0 sec 
Earth-Normal 3 hz 130.0 hz 
. 6 
8. 75 x 10 .117 mgal 70.0 sec 162.0 sec 
7 hz 134.0hz 8.62xl0 
6 
· 122 mgal 69.0 sec 160.0 sec 
. 6 
152.0 sec 14 hz 141.0 hz 8.15xl0 .136 mgal 65. 2 sec 
. Earth-Bias 6 
· 106 3 hz 124.0 hz 9.30xl0 . mgal 74. 5 sec 172. 0 sec 
7 hz 120.0 hz 
' 6 
· 9.55xl0 . .099 mgal ' 76. 5 sec 177.0 sec 
14 hz li3.0hz 10.20xl0 6* .087 mgal 81. 5 sec 188.0 sec 
* Overflow - Max. Bias so as not to overflow on earth:: 12. 4 hz 









Clock frequency:: 125khz 
K 
Quantization = 1. (~ + g) 
N Kl 
N = Number of Counts 
KO= Bias 
Kl = Scale Factor 
M .I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY - Cambridge, Massochusetts - / ?- ZI~ jJOI-
PLL 
Hold Time 
42. 1 sec 
36.0 sec 




46. 7 sec 
46.0 sec 



























~;~tlt1~~~~~X~;t:i;?~f];i:f:~f~\~1I~lQ{~~~~:~f~~i~i.1~ ,(" ;.; }~t~~i~~W~;n~?~j;k~~l(;:t~!t;il'~~~~~~~;;' ' 
GRAV I METER SEQUENC I NG 
STANDBY I VSA ON, TEMP 
, CONTROL SYS ON 
MODE CONTROL LOGIC ON PLLVCO, BCD COUNTER 
& CRYSTAL OSC ON 
GRAVITY 
POWER MODE 
APPLIED TO ALL SELECT ELECTRONICS 
BIAS SLEW + 180° 
----'-----+----'---11 ONE AX IS 
CLEAR DATA 
COUNTER 
IF> 32 MIN 
SLEW FAST 
H IF < 32 MIN SLEW SLOW 
~ II H SWITCH PLL I IF < 3 MIN WAIT MODE FROM 
DO NOT SLEW 30 SECONDS FAST TO SLOW 
4 




IF> 7 MIN LEVEL 
IND I CA TOR FLASHES ft-
IF < 7 MIN L.I. 




I IF PLL RATE ERROR 
STORE '0" IN 
3 MSB'S 
MEASURE rl GRAVITY L.J END OF ~ 
ABOUT 60 SEC r'l MEASURE rT" 





"I DATA INTO 
STORAGE 
IF IN BIAS SLEW 
L..J 1800 ONE AX IS 
-., THEN RETU RN 
TO OPERATE 

























..... ....... ~. w ____ • •• _ ... ___ __ • 

























! TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 1 
1.6V 4K Hz 
BRI DGE 
18 li1V RMS 
1°F 
DEMODULATOR 
K 1.64 V DC 
2 
K = 14 3 
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.. _- --_._------------------------- ~ 
I 
1 SYSTEM VOLTAGE REQU I REMENTS 
, . 
MODE VOLTAGE CURRENT REGULATION MEASURED SPEC. 
I 
J. STANDBY +5Vdc STBY 5 ma ± 0.2 % ± 0.15 % 
-5Vdc STBY 5 ma ± 0.2 % ± 0.15% 
· 
4kHz 1.6 V 2ma ± 1 0/0 ±0.5% 
'1 ~ J 
J I 
4kHz 2V 2ma ±l% ±0.5% 




;., OPERATE +12V 5 ma ±5% ±1% 
> 
") 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM - GRAVIMETER POWER SUPPLY 
STBYION 
, , /:"9 T BATTERY 0-
+5V TCI +5 PL; 
REG 







EXC . ~r-----l 
.. 
w 












+5V I -.+5V 
REG r--STBY 
LO ~ LEVEL I , .. J + 12V 









/ Io---!0 LOGIC 
I 
v G[} 10- -5V -5V 
1 





RECT & ~+28V 
FILTER 
.0.....--------+---, :0 4V ~SPLAY 
I ~ 05V TO DISPLAY 
Tc E 




• IVI SQ ~~I~cb -./-MIXER 
--
LPF1 + f2 - stri ng #2 -.,.. CI(T Logic 0-11· 
-
fl - string #1 
~HardWired for flight 
[ ~ i6 
E 
READ HOLD COM' 0 :.-
\ 
Frequency! phase i LPF2i . SAMP. ! HOLD KFAST +@-detector GAIN 1 --
• + 
e Phase VLPF K SLOW detector 















M - ALAR 
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I 
FAST LOOP SPECIFICATIONS 
. Spec. Actual measured 
Captu re band: "> ±1.5Hz ±2.0/±3.0 




I Capture and settle 
\ time: < 10 sec afte r powe r < 2.5 sec (2) 
on at PLL 
Effective B.W. as P.L.L. < 1Hz < O.6Hz 
(prefiltering) 
Roll off at 1. 25Hz > 3db ~ 18 db (2) 
(prefilteri ng) 
M.I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY. Cambridge, Massachusetts. 23227 -2 • 8 / 71 


















0.01 . o. 1 f~ m .. 
1.0 





SLOW LOOP SPECIFICATIONS: 
SPEC MEASURED 
l. Amplitude of periodic disturbance . 001g I pI p .0016g, pI p 
to be filtered 
2. Filtering at 1. 25Hz (attenuation) > (-40db) -57db 
NOTE: Trade off potential between 1 & 2 above. · 
3. J i tte r no-) ± .lmg .08, . 11 
4. Bias error ± .lmg . 10 
with TIC oLOl mgal/OC 
5. Pertu rbati.on al arm detect "loss of lock" Yes step 
3.2 x 10-4g 
6. SettleJi me.' ~ 60 sec. > 25 sec. 






























BREAD BOARD #2 
OPEN LOOP C:Pm - 400 
Gm !::! 10db 
CALC WORST CA~,E C:Pm' 36° 
" " " 


















-60 1 0 \ 1'9 1-270 
0.01 O. 1 f m ~ 1. 0 
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PROB'AB ILiTY OF TRANSFER VS. PI P ~g INPUT 
(SIMULATED WITH FREQ. SYNTHESIZER) 
.6.g pI p modulation freq . 
.. 
. 001 1Hz 
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INSTRUMENT PACKAGING - ELECTRICAL 
TeE 





























































PENDULUM AMPLIFIER (2) 
PRECISION OVEN TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL 
PENDULUM AMPLIFIER 
COMPENSATION NETWORK (2) 
MOTOR DRIVE (2) 
POWER SUPPLY 
DISPLAY CONTROL LOGIC 
BCD COUNTER CONTROL AND 
A/O'CONVERTER 
DRIVE MOTOR CONTROL LOGIC 
PHASE LOCK LOOP 
LOCATION 
INNER OVEN 
BOTTOM OF E FRAME 
TOP & BOTTOM OF E FRAME 
TOP OF E FRAME 
TOP CONICAL SURFACE OF 
E FRAMES 
GEAR BOXES 
UPPER BACK OF INSTRUMENT 
BEHIND DISPLAY PANEL 
BEHIND DISPLAY PANEL 
BEHIND DISPLAY PANEL 
MOUNTED ON BATTERY CASE 
EST. WEIGHT 
INCLUDING 




















SELECTED PACKAGING TECHNIQUES: 
A. "SWISS CHEESE" HEATSINK WITH. WELDED \1IRE 
INTERCONNECTS FOR ANALOG CIRCUITRY 
(PER APOLLO). 
B. '1'""";0 SIDED AND MULTILAYER P.C. CARDS FOR 
LOGIC 
C. HALCO · PIN CONNECTORS (PER APOLLo) 




ELECTRONICS PACKAGING PHILOSOPHY: 
A. SCHEDULE DICTATED THE USE OF PROVEN 
PACKAGING TECHNIQUES. 
B. COMPLEX ASSEMBLY AND REPAIRABILITY MAKE THE 
USE OF MODULE CONNECTORS DESIRABLE. 
C. THERMAL GRADIENTS WITHIN ELECTRONIC MODULES 
SHOULD BE MINIMIZED. 
---_ .. -._-" 
_._..:. ...... _  .... 
CIfAf1L(~ ~ T"'nK OII ", l'(n LAo o nAT O, 'IY , o/v, OP M"~SACI<~S ElTS /NSTITUT~ o· TCCI'N O LOGY 
<'-. CAM [1 n l D G ( ', M A~ ~ , 
"SWISS CHEESE" HEATSINK WITH WELDED WIRE INTER-' 
· CO~~ECTS FOR ANALOG CIRCUITRY (PER APOLLO) 
1. PROVEN RELIABILITY. 
2 • EXCELLENT THERHAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
3. FAST TURNAROUND ON DESIGNS WHICH MUST 
INCORPORATE CHANGES LATE IN ~dE DESIGN 
CYCLE. 
TWO SIDED AND MULTILAYER P.C. CARDS FOR LOGIC 
. 
1. PROVEN RELIABILITY. 
2. EASE OF LOGIC ASSEBBLY. 
.' " 
.- .:-.- .. ~ .--.. 
CILtd'lL[!; !:TAf'lK OJlA,'rn LAflOIIAT()IIY o,v . 0' .... A~SAC .. U~(TTS IN~TITUT[ Of T(CHNOlOGY r""',,",nl':r . u.'" 
MALCO PIN CONNECTORS (PER APOLLO) 
1. PROVEN RELIABILITY. 
2. AB ILITY TO MAKE CONNECTORS WITH ANY NUMBER 
"OF PINS, VARIABLE FORloi FACTORS, AND AS AN 
INTEGRAL PART OF THE HEATS INK. 




1. USED ONLY WHERE ROOM WAS NOT AVAILABLE 
'FOR CONNECTORS. 
• 
' - -," -' ..•. --...... . 
\ 
r" ... n, (~': TAnK nnA/' rn I Af! C> I\ATOny OlV , 0 ' ~l ... ~ SA('H u '; r lIS IN ~ TITUT[ OF T[CHN O l OG Y CAMf\n/n OE" MA ~5 , -
TGE THERMAL DESIGN 
TeE I 
NAS 911555 M.I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts. • / 
TeE 
TGE THERMAL DES I G N 0 BJECT I VES 
l. CONTROL VSA TEMPERATURE 
- ...... THERMAL I SOLATION OF P-OVEN 
-.e- HEATER SELECTION 
2. SIZE BATTERY FOR MISSION 
3. PROVIDE ADEQUATE THERMAL 
ENVI RONMENT FOR ELECTRON IC 
COMPONENTS 
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.: t 
TGE I NNER STRUCTURE 




2 P - Oven 
3 I - Oven 
4 E - Frame 











1.3 watt P - Oven 
Heaters (TOT) 
( each end) 
Ball Mount 
4 watt ( TOT) 
I - Oven Heaters 
( each end) 
TeE. . .. 
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I NNER STRUCTURE THERMAL TEST RESULTS 
Electrical Wi res 
Radiation Sh ield 
I - Oven 
P - Oven 
O-Ring Seal 
~ Tie Rods (3) 
( :I. ) 
TEST RESULTS (Pressure < 10-3 mm of Hg ) 
Test Condition 
11 5 Electric wi res, no radiation sh ield 
2 ) 5 Electric wires. with radiation shield 
3 ) 17 Electric wires, with radiation shield 










E - FRAME 
M-G IMBAL 
Radiator Assembly 
Hard and Soft 
Mount Pallet 
Supports 
( not shown) 
LRV Pallet 
ultilayer I nsulation Blanket 
~E . . . 
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\ 
I 
MULT ILAYER I NSULAT ION BLANKET . . 
" 
..... _- ._ .. __ .-
'. .- .. ,..,.., 
Covers 
~.......,::::==---( 5 Laye rs ) 
'--I---Handle Mounts 
o}-+-z Hard and Soft 
Body of BJanket 
( 10 Layers) 
. '.' Mounts 
__ Lexan Cups 
(5<Layers ) 
NOTE: 
Parti ng Li ne 
Top surface,edges and holes 
reinforced ( stabilized with) 
foam spacers . 
'1 
TeE 
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MULTILAYER INSULATION ASSEMBLY 
Parting line detail 
- - - - ------------
-------
--------------




... rv ., 
Description 
Bridal Veil Spacer Material 
o 0005" Double Aluminized Mylar 
~E . 
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THERMAL BLANKET D I SPLAY COVER DES I GN 
Levell Measure Light 
. 5 Shield Cover 
Magnesium Case Display Bezel 
TeE 




BASELINE THERMAL DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS 
' (1) POWERDOWN PRELAUNCH - I NSTRUMENT TEMP. EQUALS 6So F. 
(2) EFFECTIVE EMITIANCE OF MULTILAYER BLANKET EQUALS 0.01. 
(3) PALLET TO TGE CASE HARDMOUNT CONDUCTANCE EQUALS 
° 0.168 BTU I Hr F. 
(4) SOFTMOUNT CONDUCTANCE THROUGH MULTILAYER BLANKET 
EQUALS 0.014 BTU I Hr of. 
(S) I NNER STRUCTURE THERMAL RES I STANCES: 
Rp_1 = 60 of I WATT 
R 1_ E = 39 of I WA TI 
(6) THERMAL CONDUCTANCES OF WIRING HARNESSES ASSUME 
SHIELDING OF E= O.OS. 
(7) AREA OF EXTERNAL RAD IATOR EQUALS 10 SQUARE INCHES. 
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I 
BASELINE THERMAL ASSUMPTIONS 
(CONT) 
(8) EXTERNAL RAD IATOR EM ITTANCE EQUALS 0.84 
(9) PALLET TEMP. EQUALS LUNAR SURFACE EQU IL I BR I UM TEMP. 
(0) RADIATION VIEW FACTORS (AS NOTED AT ~PDR) 
(11) TEMP. CONDITION LIGHTS TO BE INTERPRETED BY COGNIZANT 
GROUND PERSONNEL FOR ADVICE ON TGE REST PERIOD 
HANDLI NG. 
(12) RAD IATOR DUST COVER MAY BE OPENED AND BHUSHED 
OUR I NG REST PER 10D S ONLY. 
~E . 
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HOT MISS ION ASSUMPTIONS 
(1) DUR I NG TRANSLUNAR; LUNAR ORB IT, AND QUAD ill 
SOAKBACK, LRV PALLET TEMP. EQUALS HOT CASE TEMPS. 
ON GRUMMAN ICD. FOR 180 HOURS. 
(2) ' POST-TOUCHDOWN QUAD ill SOAKBACK OF 17 HOURS 
(i. e. I NSTRUMENT REMOVED FROM QUAD ill 1 HOUR 
AFTER ASTRONAUT EGRESS.) 
(3) TIMELINE FOR LUNAR OPERATIONS BEGINS WHEN PAL[ET 
INSTALLED ON LRV. SUN ANGLE VARIES FROM 48.5 
DEGREES TO 75 DEGREES OVER 48 HOUR PERIOD. 
(4) 6-HOUR TRAVERSE + 2 SETS OF(14-HOUR REST + 7-HOUR 
TRAVERSE.) 
(5) 20 GRAVITY MEASUREMENTSI TRAVERSE. 
(6) NOMINAL HOT LM SHADE DURING REST PERIODS. 
~E . 
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\ 





• ~ Lunar surface in 
equilibrium with sun. 
( T = 200 to 243 of ) 
'j 
TeE . 
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COLD MISSION ASSUMPTIONS 
(1) EARLIEST LAUNCH DATE ~ LOWEST SUN ANGLES WHEN 
ON LUNAR SURFACE. SUN ANGLE EQUALS REAL.SUN 
ANGLE (i. e. DOES NOT HAVE -150 TILT) 
(2) OUR I NG TRANSLUNAR, LUNAR ORB IT, AND QUAD ill 
SOAI(BACK LRV PALLET TEMP. EQUALS COLD CASE 
TEMPS" ON GRUMMAN ICD. FOR 18b HOURS. 
(3) REMOVE FROM QUAD ill 17 HOURS AFTER TOUCHDOWN. 
(4) TIMELINE FOR LUNAR OPERATIONS BEGINS WHEN 
PALLET INSTALLED ON LRV. SUN ANGLE VARIES 
FROM 13 TO 38 DEGREES OVER 48-HOUR PER IOD~ 
(5) ASTRONAUT LUNAR TIMELINE SAME AS IN HOT MISSION 
ASSUMPTIONS. 
TeE 
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. TGE HOT MIS S ION THERMAL RESPONSE 
--~ ... SUN ELEVATION ANGLE • 
160 4p 4
1
5 . 5? ~5 69 6(\ lp ~5 




w.... I - Oven 




e:::: ~Battery LLI CL :?: 
LLI E - Frame t- 80 
QuadID 
__ 14 T _I_ 
. 60 i 10 
Lu nar Landi ng 
20 
. P - Oven 
R ----...!.I~e T-+ 
30 40 
T I ME (Hou rs ) 
Max. Allowable 
I - Oven Temp, 
I - Oven 
Battery Energy = 167 WH 
R --i-- T-1 
50 60 
Te E 
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I 
TGE COLD MISS ION THERMAL RESPONSE (REST ON LRV ) 
-----~ SUNELEVATION ANGLE .. 


















1..JJ E - Frame Battery 
r- Energy = 293.8 WH 
IO 
o +- R TT-1 
- ~ 10 I 
70 Q 10 
l Lu nar Landi ng 
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LUNAR TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER TEMPERATURES DURING EVA 
Temperature Ranges Max . Rate of Temp. 
Component Hot Mission Cold Mission Change (oF Imin. ) 
I-Oven 100° to 114°F 65°F to 70°F .03 
E - Frame & Electronics 90°F to 11 OOF 15°F to 30°F .04 
E-Frame Drive 950F to 120°F 15°F to 40°F .07 
M -Gimbal Drive gOOF to 150°F -10°F to 60°F . 1 
Power Supply 100°F to .1600 F -10°F to 50°F .3 
Logic, AID Conv., Display 100°F to 150°F -10°F to 70°F .12 
Phase Locked Loop gOOF to 125°F 3SoF to 42°F .04 
Crystal Oscillator 100°F to 160°F -10°F to 50°F .15 
Radiator 100°F to 130°F -40°F to 30°F .35 
v Battery gOOF to 125°F 38°F to 42°F .04 
Case 100°F to 150°F -10°F to 50°F .15 
23257 - 8f 71 <"0- \ 5 
'j 
I 
COLD CASE POWER BUDGET -
PRELAUNCH POWERDOWN 
COND ITIONS. (I )9.5- Day Mission (0 + 7:5'" 2 ) / 
(2) INITIAL TEMPS. =65 0 FATLAUNCH 
( 3) REST PER 10DS ON LRV 
Heater Energy Electron ics . P - Oven 
. (watt - Hrs) 
Mission Phase Heater-., 
Prelaunch - -
Translunar - Quad In 37.2 . 119. 7 
(180 HOll rs ) 
Lu nar Operations 
, . 
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·1 
TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER THERMAL UNIT 
8/30 9/6 9/13 9120 9/27 ·10/4 10111 10/18 10125 1111 1I/8 1I/15 




REM. ACT. 0"·. 
.j 
\ 
ASSY. & INST. THERMAL ·UNIT 
BLANKET THERMAL EFF. 
--- • • 
SET UP FOR STOWAGE -
STOWAGE 
COLD --- • 
HOT 
--. 
SET UP FOR TRAVERSE . . 
TRAVERSE TESTS -
--. 
REST TE S T --- If 
VER/f/CAT I ON Of COMPUTER , .. , 
MODEL. 
TeE 
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TABLE VII 
TGE THERMAL DES I GN PARAMETER CHANGES 




(1) BASELI NE I 
(TI = 115.g0F,(TI)MAX = 119. 5°F) 
(2) MAXIMUM VIEW AREAS TO LM DURING + O. 1°F 0 ""'0 
REST 
(3) DOUBLE BLANKET EFFECTIVE EMITTANCE + 2. OaF 0 +- 21. 1 WH 
TO 0.02 
(4) I NCREASE THERMAL COUPLING ACROSS + 1. gOF 0 + 13.1 WH 
GIMBALS BY 50% 





'0' ... (6) DECREASE Rp_1 AND R I-E BY 20% + O. 450F + 0.5 F + 17. gWH . 
TCE 

































































COLD CASE POWER BUDGET -
2 DAY PRELAUNCH POWER 
COND ITIONS. (1) lLS Day Mission (2+7.S+2) 
( 2 ) REST PER 10DS ON LRV 
. (3 ) PRELAUNCH THERMAL RES I STANCE Rp_1 =4So FI watt 
A I R TEM P . = 6S 0 F 
-
Heater Energy Electron ics P - Oven Battery (watt - Hrs) 
Mission Phase Heater · Heater 
Prelaunch (48 :Hours) " 8.6 41. 6 -
Translunar - Quad III 
( 180 Hours) 37. 2 . IIS.7 . 21. 4.· 
Lunar Operations 
60.8 41. 7 13. 0 (48Hours) 
Totals 
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COLD CASE POWER BUDGET -
5,5 DAY PRELAUNCH POWER 
COND ITIONS. (1) 15 Day Mission ( 5.5 + 7.5 + 2 ) 
( 2 ) RES PER 100S ON LRV· 
,....-., ~ 
( 3 ) PRELAUNCH THERMAL RES I STANCE: Rp_1 = 40 0 F f watt 
A I R TEMP = 65 0 F 
Heater Energy EI ectron ics P - Oven Battery (watt - Hrs) 
Mission Phase Heater -- Heater 
Prelaunch ( 132 Hours) 23. 7 126.0 
Translunar - Quad III 
(180 Hou rs ) 37.2 115. 7 .21. 4 _ -
Lunar Operations 












































































COLD CASE POWER BUDGET -
7.8 DAY PRELAUNCH 
COND lTIONS: (1) 15- Day Mission (7.8 + 512 + 2 ) 
( 2) REST PER 100 S ON LRV 
( 3) PRELAUNCH THERMAL RES I STANCE: Rp_I = 40 0 F I watt 
Al R TEMP = 65 0 F 
Heater Energy EI ectron ics P - Oven Battery (watt - Hrs) 
Mission Phase Heater -., Heater 
Prelaunch CI87 Hours )',) 33. 5 ' 178.0 
Transl u nar - Quad III 
(125 Hou rs ) 37.2 . 80.0 14.9 " 
-
Lu nar Operations 












459. 1 WH 
I 
TCE ... ' . . 
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P - I OVEN PRELAUNCH SEAL I NG 
(ON LIMITED DATA) 




:2: R (t) ~ ( 10 -to 50 e ) F I watt 
I- ~- 0 I <C 0::: 25 R ~ 40 F I watt 60 I.-
0 
t O! V) z: 50 0 n:::: 20 u 
:2: _R(t) lLl 
40 u u...J Z 
0::: 15 <C =:) - l-
V) · ~P(t) V) V) 30 V) u...J lLl cc: 0::: D-
10 --' <C 0... 




5 + / 10 
5 10 TeE TIME (Days) 
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o 
a-R I NG PfRMtArrON:TEST RESULTS' 
( I - a VEN 0 - RING S ) 
/" 
-- -- Parker No. 2-014 
__ Parker No. 2-042 
Material - Butyl 
/ ~ 10-7 I Standard / 




10-8 I a I l-
V) I 
--I /" l.J....J 
./" l- I / « . 0:::: . I ~ I « Overfilled l.J....J 
.....J 10 a-Ring Groove I 
I 
10-1 rL-___ -L ____ ~ ___ ----.l ____ ____' 
o 1 2 3 4 
TIME (Hours) 
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OVERF I LL 




TC E . ' '. _ ' 
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I / \ 
o. 1 ~ // \ \ 
/ / \ \ 
: / \ \ 
i/ \ \ 
, , \ \ 
,/ ' 
I \ " \ 
'/ ' " 
------ Eccofoam EFF-14 
__ D. C. 93-500 Resin 
----------- Eccobond 45 
---- . ~. 
--
II ' \ '-:..::,---------____ __--------~i ' ___ \:::':::--...... ---------==--.::;:.:::.r-- ___ _ 
o ~- <'-.:-___ ----=-=--
-0.05 0,' 
I I 
5 10 15 20 25 30 
TeE 
T I ME ,( Days ) 
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TGE THERMAL ,DESIGN TRADE-OFFS 
Introduction 
Enclosed herein is a brief summary of the work conducted to date which 
has lead to the thermal and mission design presented at the Critical Design 
Review . This writing is presented separately from the thermal design report 
because the results are not applicable to the present prelaunch powerdown 
mission. For the, reader who cares to peruse the data it does amplify on the 
work conducted and the results derived if the mission were to mandate thermal 
control of the VSA prior to launch. 
The work is broken' down into four areas. First, a convective heat 
transfer analysis derives the heat flows and temperature gradients within the 
TGE while on the launch pad. This calculation is very useful in computing the 
, prelaunch power budget. Secondly, the Intermediate Oven sealing problem is 
discussed in light of present empirical data and a recommended method is given. 
Third, the outgassing of materials within the Intermediate Oven is studied and 
test data presented. Fourth, the power budgets for the whole TGE mission 
are presented based on projected average thermal resistance values between 
the Precision and Intermediate ovens • 
.... . 
----------_ .. - ----
- 1 -
1. TGE Prelaunch Convective Thermal Analysis 
In an effort to understand the nature of the thermal transport required 
to control the temperature of the Precision Oven prior to launch)a convective 
thermal analysis is shown herein. In this instance the thermal resistance 
between the Intermediate Oven and the ambient air is calculated. The following 
itemized paragraphs outline this calculation and the net power flow based on a 
constant assumed thermal resistance between the Precision and Intermediate 
Ovens. 
1. From the 38-node computer model 10E steady state solution (in Quad 
III, standby, hot mission. lunar touch-down). a simple series resistance 
model can be formed: 
q2 = • 152 watts q3 = .0268 watts 
'11--{)---. R,~ RZ3 ~ 















For this soluti~I1 q2 and q4 are both fixed and T 6 is controlled at 122. OOF by 
modulation of q6. Solution temperatures are as shown above. The model has 
values of 0.01304 ft2 for radiation view area and 0.0216 B/hroF for conductance, 
between nodes 5 and 6. From these values q6 is found: 
- 2 -
= 0.1713 X 10-8 (.01304) (581. 74 - 563.94 ) 
+ 0.0216 (122.0 - 104.2) 
= 0.2990 + 0.3845 = 0.6835 B/hr 
= 0.2001 watts 
2. All of the series resistance values (for vacuum operation) can 
now be found: 




= 88.8 F/W 




= 61.9 F/W 
R =91.8-89.4 
34 0.2001 + 0.0268 
= '2.4 = 10.6 F/W 
0.2269 
R 23 = 89.4-85.7 = 3.7 = 16.3 F/W 0.2269 0.2269 
R12 = 85.7-80.3 
0.2269 + 0.1519 
= 5.4 
0.3788 
= 14.3 F/W 
3. For pre-launch operation, parallel resistances due to air conduction 
or convection exist between all nodes. All are at one atmosphere except between 
sealed nodes 5 and 6 where vacuum decay is assumed to degrade the resistance 
value to 45 F / W (from an initial value of 60 F / W). Other parallel resistance 
values due to air at one atmosphere are calculated as follows: 
3.1. . __ . C~msider node 4 to 5 to be equivalent to 4. OO-inch outside 
diameter and 5. OO-inch inside diameter concentric spheres. 
- .. ------ .-.-- . . ~ 
Check for convection by annular cylinders (M. Jakob, Vol. I, 
pp. 536-541); 
D4/D5 = 5,00/4.00 = 1. 25 . 
(NGr)D5 
= ~!) (D5 )3 AT -;; 1.7 X 106 (0.333)3(10) 
~ 0.6 X 106 
- 3 -
From this log (KC/~ is found to be 0.04, or KC = 1. 10K, indicating 
relati vely minor convection. By spherical conduction: 
12 12 
= 2.lm ~ 
41T (1. 10) .(. 0158) 
= -5.50 F-hr/B :::j 18.8 F/W 
The new R45 1 = 1 
+ 
1 14.42 ,F/W ~ T8.lr = 
3.2 A worst-case determination (giving lowest resistance) occurs 
when air is assumed to convect without any blockage from node 4 
directly to node 2. A free convection heat transfer coefficient 
for the outside surface of node 4, assumed a 6. OO-inch sphere, 
. is found to be (F. Kreith, p.314): 
~L;J)1/4 ,.J 0.27 
~ 0.43 B /hr-ft2 - F 
The area A4 is ~ (1~~ 2 = 0.~9 ft2, while the area A2 is 
5.6 ft2,- corresponding to a gil X gil X 18" package. The 
11 
= 0.43 (0.79) + 0.43 (5.6) 
'" approximate resistance value is R 
',. . a24 
'-...-...---~----- .. -_ .. 
= 2. 94 + 0.42 = 3.36 F-hr/B 
% 11. 50 F/W 
By similar reasoning it is estimated that R
a23 ~ 100 F /W. Thus, the 
new resistance from nodes 2 to 4 can be determined from the values: 





1 R 23 = --'-----1 




the new R24 ::: --------
1 1 
+-----
11.5 10,6 +.6.20 
= 6,83 F/W 
3. 3 The resistance from node 1 to node 2 is considered to be 
sta.tic air coqduction through the 3/8" -thick insulation plus 
a combined ~urface coefficient of 1. 5 B/hr-ft2 -F I 
Ra12 








KA'2 h2A2 .0158(5.6) 1. 5(5.6) 
=. 0, 353 + O. 119 = 0.472 F-hr/ B 
The new R12 
1 0.437 F-hr/B = = 
1 + 0.168 ~ 1. 49 F/W 
0.472 
4. The new resistance model for pre-launch is thus: 
q2 = 0.1519 watts . q4 = 0.0268 watts. q6 
R;2\ R24 / R45 R56 
1 2 4 5 6 
1. 49 6.83 14,42 45. 0 ~/W 
- 5-
, > 
. 0 0 
ForthecasewhereTl. = 65.0 FandT6 = 122.0 F,the 
value for q6 can be solved by: 
R12 (q6 + 0.1519 + .O~ 0268) + R24 (q6 + 0.0268 
1. 49 (q6 + 0.1787) + 6.83 (q6 + 0.0268) 
+ 14. 42q6 + 45.0 q6 = 122.0 - 65.0 
From which q6 = 0.835 watts 
5. Total steady state cold mission power consumption during 
pre-launGh is thus 0.835 + O. 179 = 1.014 watts, or 
24.3 watt-hrs/ day, 
6. The equilibrium temperatures for this case are found to be: 
, 
P-oven -- - - - - - - - - -122. 00 F 
I-oven - - - - - - - - - - _ . 84.4 
E-frame - - - - - - - - - - 72,4 
M-g.imbal - - - - - - - - - 68. 7 
Case - - - - - - - - - - - - 66.5 
Ambient - ,;. - - - - - - - - 65. 0 
- 6 -
! ; 
II. Intermediate Oven Sealing 
In order to minimize the heat exchange between the P and I -ovens a good 
vacuum must be maintained within the I -oven. A design goal has been to have 
-3 -3 ' 
a vacuum of less than 10 mm of Mercury (10 Torr) at all times. In 
previously-configured missions there would be a finite number of days just 
prior to launch during which time vacuum pumping the I -oven would be prohibited. 
During this time the low pressure achieved by previous pumping would be lost 
due to component outgassing a~d leakages through seals. After launch a pressure-
activated puncture device would pierce an I-oven seal such that the vacuum of 
outer space would subsequently act as a vacuum pump. 
With the design pursued in the past there have been nine large I-oven 
vacuum seals ",\hich must perform in the prelaunch condition. They are 
itemized as follows: 
Seal Description 
Main I -oven seal (O-ring) 
Tie Rod seal (O-ring) 
Puncture device (O-ring) 








In addition to the above seals there are about 20 electrical feedthrus whose 
mounting must be a good seal. All such penetrations to the I -oven structure 
are real problems in the maintenance of a good vacuum during the prelaunch 
condition. 
Tests have been conducted on leak rates of three types of O-ring groove 
designs as shown in Figure 1. The results, of th~se tests are shown in Figure 2. 
All O-ring materials were butyl in these tests. Other tests were conducted to 
show that butyl had a smaller leak rate than Viton or Buna-N elastomers. The 
Parker 2-014 O-ring is used on the tie-rod se'als and the 2-042 is used on the 






































O-R I NG PERMtAT ION:TEST RESULTS 
( I - 0 VEN 0 - RING S ) 
/ ' / 
. ---- Parker No. 2-014 
__ Parker No. 2-042 




































0--;- Ring Groove 
. " 
i , 
. . , 
,Overfi lied 
,O-Ring Groove 
10-1lL-' ___ ---L ____ -L-___ --L ___ ---'-' 
o 1 ',2 3 4 . 
TIME (Hours) " 
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The standard Parker catalog O-ring design is the first technique shown. 
It can be seen in Figure 2 that the leak rates due to diffusion through the seal 
. , 
are much higher for the standard design than when the seal is larger than the 
groove and excessive' compression results (overfill) .. It is felt that the 
combined effect of lighter stress in the elastomers, longer path length, and 
reduced cross-sectional area exposed to Helium result in lower leak rates. 
The third design shown in Figure 1 is a combination of an elastomer 
O-ring with an Indium O-ring seal on the vacuum side of the seal. This 
technique produced a leak rate so small that it could not be measured with a 
Helium mass spectrometer leak detector. Therefore, this type of seal design 
would be rec,ommended. Additional wor~ is necessary in order to optimize 
the precise configuration and assure an easily-assembled, reliable seal. 
- 10 
III. I -Oven Materials Outgassing 
. ' . 
The maintenance of a good vacuum within the I -oven after the cesation of 
pumping is not assured if bnly the sealing problem is solved. Materials within 
the I -oven must be carefully chosen and then processed properly in orde"r to 
minimize the effects of surface outgassing. The source of the outgassing can be 
either high vapor pressure materials within the volume or absorbed water vapor 
and other contaminants at or near the surface of the constituents within all 
of which emit gaseous molecules .. If vacuum pumping is stopped these emissions 
will continue until either they are exhausted or the ambient pressure rises to 
the vapor pressure of the contaminant. 
The standard techniques for the minimization of long term outgassing are 
well documented. First, the materials within the volume should have very low 
-7 
vapor 'pressures (ie <: 10 . mm Hg). Secondly. the surfaces should be well 
cleaned prior to or at assembly. An ultrasonic cleaning process is frequently 
employed. Thirdly, after the components are assembled they should be baked 
at elevated temperatures in a vacuum oven for extended periods. For some 
components it is necessary to bake them for weeks at a temperature of 200 or 
3000 F in a vacuum approaching one micron.' Only with these processes can 
one be assured that all volatiles will be driven off. leaving the base material 
which should exhibit a sufficiently low vapor pressure. 
The amount of surface area within the volume should be kept to a minimum 
as a general' rule. This will minimize the area for the adsorption of gases. 
The I -oven, P-oven, and VSA are made of metals with very low vapor pressur:e. 
The heaters, heater bonding materials, electronic components, and wires are 
felt to have higher vapor pressures, but still manageable if processed properly. 
The VSA amplifier, however, will have much epoxy which could cause difficulties. 
A test program has been underway i~ order to select a suitable epoxy for use in 
potting components in the VSA amplifier. Three candidate epoxies have been 
found which exhibit a near-zero outgassing after vacuum baking at 200oF. 
Figure 3 shows a plot of material weight loss as a function of time for .these 
epoxies. It may be seen that initially two of three exhibited a very large weight 
loss as volatiles were emitted. After one week of vacuum bake all samples 
exhibit nearly zero outgassing. It is felt that a potting material and a bake-out 
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approach to the use of exposed potting materials would be to hermetically 




IV. Prelaunch Power Budgets 
. 
'By taking into account both sealing and outgassing problems and limited 
test data presently available it is possible to estimate the pressure within the 
I -oven as a function of time. Figure 4 contains these characteristics over a 
ten day period starting from a pressure of less than one micron. On the same 
plot is an estimate of the accompanying thermal resistance as a function of 
time based on an initial value of 60 0 F/watt. An analytic function has been 
empl~yed to approximate the resistance curve. It can be seen that it assumes 
a first order decaying exponential with a time constant of 6 days. This value 
is derived from a knowledge that a atmospheric pressure at time = C>.P the 
resistance is approximately 100 F /watt while at time = 10 days it is 350 F /watt. 
Based on the R(t) characteristics in Figure 4 an average value, R, can be 







Employing this relation for values of T = 2, 5.5, and 7.8 days three mission 
power budgets are presented in Figures 5, 6, and 7 respectively. These 
. missions. are based on 11. 5, 15, and 15 days respectively wherein a cold 
mission has been assumed. The convective thermal analysis of section I assuming 
, ' . 
an air temperature of 650 F has been employed to specify the I-oven temperature 
while the value of R has been employed to specify the P-oven power. 
It can be seen that the 2 day prelaunch power budget just exactly uses up the 
energy capability of the battery. By adding 3 1/2 more days on the launch pad 
(5 1/2 days, total) we have added a 100 watt-hour drain on the battery (28.6 
watt-hours / day). In the third case by keeping the mission duration constant 
but exchanging a porti~m of the prelaunch and translunar times the energy 
consumption rises. This indicates that the launch pad is Vlorse in terms of power 
consumption than the worst case cold translunar mission, but only by 20 watt-hours. 
The conclusion we see from these power budgets is that by a lot of work 
and a larger battery a prelaunch power phase may be found workable. 
- 14 -
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COLD CASE POWER BUDGET -
2 DAY PRELAUNCH POWER 
CONDITIONS. (1)lE5Day Mission ,(2+7.5+"2) ' . , ' ".' 
( 2 ) REST PER 10DS ON LRV . " 
" . 
(3 ) PRELAUNCH THE~M~L RES I STANCE Rp_1 = 45° fl watt . 
AIRTEMP. =65 0 F " , ' , 
Heater Energy , . , -: ' 
( tt H ) Electronics, P - Oven Battery wa - rs ',' , , ,Total 
Mission Phase , ' Heater ',:, " " Heater , , 
, , ' 
--' , ..' .. , ', ' , - " , , " - ",I 
Prelaunch ,~ /- :. , ,~, \ ,, 8.6 ,, ' ': " "'<41.-6 ,, ': " - ' " ' , :50.2, , 
- . ',' "' . . . . . 
. . . . 
Translunar .: Quad III ' , .. , , ' I 
(\, Hours) 37.2 ', 115.'7 " 21.4 ,, " '174.3 
. . . . " 
~----------------~--~~--~~---------r~--------r---~-----I 
., , 
lunar Operations 60 8 " ' , , 
. 41.7 ' 13.0 115.5 ( 48 Hours) 
,". . 
. Totals ' 340.0 WH 
, t 
TC E, 












COLD CASE POWER BUDGET -
5.5 DAY PRELAUNCH POWER 
COND ITIONS. (1) 15 Day Mission ( 5.5 + 7.5+ 2 ) . 
( 2 ) RES PER laDS ON LRV : 
( 3 ) PRELAUNCH THERMfoL RES I-STANCE: Rp~ ,. ~ 40 (j F I watt .. 
AIRTEMP =65 0 F 
Heater Energy Electronics P - Oven Battery (watt - Hrs) " , 
. 
Mission Phase Heater -, Heater 
" 23.7 ' , 126.0 Prelaunch i 
. 
Translunar -' Quad III ' 
( Hours) , 37.2 115. 7 21.4 " 
Lunar Operations . 
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COLD CASE POWER BUDGET -
7.8 DAY PRELAUNCH 
COND ITIONS: (1) 15- Day Mission" (7.8 + 512 + 2 ) 
(2) RESTPERIODSONLRV 
(3) PRELAUNCH THERMAL RESISTANCE: Rp_1 =40oFI~att 
A I R TEMP = 65 0 F 
Heate r Energy . . II EI ectron ics (watt - Hrs) 
Mission Phase 
P I h / ." '. " rea u n c <' l \ \ '. ". " ~ .. _") 
Translunar - Quad 11.1 
(l- Hours) 
Lunar Operations 
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BATTERY PACK ASSEMBLY DESIGN 
Te E 
NAS 911555 M.I.I CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY. Cambridge, Massachusetts. • / 
BATTERY REQU I REMENTS 
l. OUTPUT 8.0 ± 1 VOLT 
2. CAPACITY 45 AMP-HRS 
3. a. LIFE BATTERY SHALL BE CAPABLE OF BEl NG FULLY CHARGED 
6 TI MES 'AFTER IT HAS BEEN FULLY DISCHARGED 45 
'I 
I AMP-HRS I 
i 
\ b. LIFE BATTERY SHALL BE CAPABLE OF BEl NG FULLY CHARGED 
50 TIMES AFTER IT HAS BEEN PARTIALLY DISCHARGED 
25 AMP-HRS 
4. CASE MATERIAL CASE AND COVER MATERIAL SHALL BE AZ31B 
5. CASE RELIEF VALVE A VALVE SHALL BE PROVIDED ON THE BATTERY CASE WHICH 
RELIEVES EXCESSIVE INTERNAL PRESSURE. THE VALVE 
SHALL REMA I N CLOSED UP TO 5 ± 1 PS I G INTERVAL 
PRES SURE AND SHALL CLOSE AT 3.5 PS I G MIN 
6. CELLS SAR4265-5 CELLS I DENTICAL TO THOSE USED I N NORTH 
AMER ICAN APOLLO BATTERY 
TeE 
NAS 911555 M,I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts. 23257 • 8/71 
BATTERY 
MATERIALS THE BATTERY SHALL BEOF THE SIU1ER~ZINC TYPE. THE CELLS SHALL BE 
ELECTR I CALLY CONNECTED TO P ROV I DE THE VOLTAGE AND CU RRENT 
SPEC IFIED HEREI N. THE ELECTROLYTE SHALL BE AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION · 
. OF POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE 
-"::>~ DISCHARGE 
Ag2 02 + 2 Zn + 2 KOH ~ 2 Ag +2 KH Zn O2 
~ CHARGE 
METALS METALS EXTERNAL TO THE CELLS SHALL BE EITHER CORROSION RESISTANT 
OR PROTECTED PER MIL-N-45202 OR BOTH. 
NON-METALS NON-METALS, INCLUDING PLASTICS AND PROTECTIVE FINISHES SHALL BE 
MOISTURE RESISTANT, SHALL NOT SUPPORT FUNGUS GROWTH AND SHALL 
NOT BE ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY THE BAnERY ELECTROLYTE. ALL NON-
METALS SHALL MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF MSC-PA-D-67-13 CATEGORY H. 
TeE 
NAS 911555 M.I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts • 23257 • 8 /71 
BATTERY ASSEMBLY 
THE BATTERY CASE AS SEMBL Y SHALL I NCLUDE THE FOLLOW l NG -
a. CASE 
G. COVER WITH RELIEF VALVE 
c. ELECTR I CAL CONNECTOR RECEPT I CLE 
d. THERMOSTATS 
CASE ASSEMBLY SHALL SERVE AS A PROTECTI VE HOUS I NG FOR THE CELLS 
BATTERY FABR ICATION 
a. GOLD PLATE CASE AND COVER 
b. BOND HEATER 
c. BOND THERMOSTATS , 
d. COAT WITH PT 401 
e. I NSERT CONNECTOR 
f. I NSERT CELLS 
g. POT 
h. ELECTR I CALL Y CONNECT 
I. COAT WITH RTV 
TCE 
NAS 911555 M .I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts • 23257 • 8 /71 
'j 
I 
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CONNECTOR - HERMETfCAl 
M8151I1 04HBOIPI 
TeE 
NAS 911555 M.IT CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts • 23257 • 8/71 
·.\ 
I 
DESCRIPTION OF GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
TeE 
NAS 911555 M.IT CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY. Cambridge, Massachusetts • • / 
GRAVI METERGSE 
1. SHIPPING CONTAINERS · 
GRAVIMETER SHIPPING AND STORAGE CONTAINER 
FOR SHIPMENT AND STORAGE OF THE GRAVIMETER LESS "JHERMAL BLANKET 
NOTE: The th erm al bl an ket and th e battery wi 1\ each requ ire a separate s h ippi ng contai ner, 
but these may be defined by shipping and handling specification rather than being 
formal GSE. 
2. F IXTU RES 
ROTARY TILT' FIXTURE 0 
CAPABLE OF 3600 ROTATIONAT ANY ANGLE FROM 00 to 150 TILT. HOLDS THE GRAVIMETER 
DURING TEST AND ALSO DURING THERMAL BLANKET INSTALLATION (VIA ADAPTERS), 
PO S SIBLE PRO BLEM: Size of rotary Hit fixtu re for vacu u m testi ng. 
3. 0 ELECTRONICS 0 
BREAKOUT BOX 
AN ADAPTER MODULE WHICH PERMITS TESTtNG OFVARIOUS GRAVIMETER CIRCUITS. 
. . 
4. SPEC I AL TOOLS 
T. B. D. 
FOR INSTALLATION OF GRAVIMETER THERMAL BLANKET. 
TC E 
NAS 911555 Mol.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts -23257 • 8/71 
GRAVIMETER BATIERY PACK AND PHASE LOCK LOOP CONFIGURATION 
( CONCEPTUAL ONLY) 
RECESSED CONNECTOR 
TO EXTERNAL MONITORS 
BAT TERY 
PACK 
G SE BREAKOUT BOX 
( CONCEPTUAL ONLY) 
~ I .---------, 
:RECESSEDI 
:SWITCHESI L ________ .J 
EJ SMAll BATTERY 
¢ II 
INTER-I 
FACE I UNIT 
W 
TC E 




LATCHES ON ALL SlOCS 
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THIS END LP 
SPRII'G I..QI\OC'O HA/>lL.C'S 
B<mi oc; 
NAS 9i 1555 M.I.T. CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY. Cambridge, Massachusetts .23257 
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PREFLIGHT OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES - KSC 
TeE 
NAS 911555 M.I.T CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY • Cambridge, Massachusetts • • / 





PEH FOHl\1ANCE TEST 
PEEPARE FOR LAUNCH 
STORE 
EJ,s ~l;j\ LL 
LL\ 1H\"CH 
TG !f2 P.RRIVE 
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THERMAL WARM UP 
VACUUM 
PERFORl"VlANCE TEST 
PERFORIvIA NCE TEST: 
o 4 
TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER 
KSC - PERFORMANCE TEST 
8 12 16 
HOURS 
20 24 28 32 
1) PERFORM A MINIMUM OF 72 GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS (WITH P. L. L: 
BYPASSED) IN A 6 HOUR TIME PERIOD. 
2) FIT A LEAST SQUARES LINE TO THE GRA VITY DATA. 
3) OBTAIN MIT PREDICTED LINE (FROM ENGINEERING DATA). 
4) STANDARD DEVIATION OF ACC KSC 
MEASURED DATA 0.30 ppm T. B. D. 
5) SWPE DIFFERENCE MEAS ± 3. 2 ppm! day T. B. D. 
FROM PREDICTED 




WARM UP AND VACUUIvI 
PERFORMANCE TEST 
REMOVE COVER 
REMOVE BATTERY/P. L. L • 
INSTALL FLT BATT/P. L. L. 
ONE HOUR QUICK TEST 
INSTALL FRONT COVER 
INST ALL TOP HA LF BLANKET 
INST A LL BOTTOM BLANKET 
INSTALL BUSHINGS, FEET 
INSTALL HANDLE 
TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER 
















CONNECT DISP LAY TERMINALS ... 
INSTALL BEZELS . 
VERIFY COVER OPERATION . . 
ONE HOUR QUICK TEST 
LAUNCH LATCH COVERS 
VISUAL INSPECTION .. 
~f 
II 
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'. KSC : 
EQUIPMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 




2) BLANKET , 
3) BATTERY 
SIDPPING CONTAINER BELL J.AR 
CLEAN AREA 
65° - 85° F 
50% MA X HUM 




~ 120° F 
10-4 TORR 
CABLE/ CONNECTOR POWER SUPPLY 
HYFERION 
HYT 40-50 
15~ FIXTURE MECH TOOLS CLEAN AREA 
TG SUPPORT ' ELECT TOOLS 
SOLDER EQUIP . 
SEWING EQUIP 
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INTERIM TEST PLAN · 
OF THE 





INTERIM TEST PLAN OF THE 
TRA VERSE GRAVIMETER EXPERIMENT 
(ITP 2025000) 
~~.J" 
Geord'Bu (Group 231) 
/ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
William Vachon (Group 38) 
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This document outlines the approach to the implementation 
of the Design/Verification Test Program that will demonstrate 
the capability of the Traverse Gravimeter hereafter referred 
to as TG to perform its prescribed mission. 
Purpose 
The intent of this document is to establish an overall control 
of the test activities, the test flow, and the tests to be performed. 
It shall be used in the preparation of applicable acceptance and 
qualification test specifications and test procedures. 
Applicability 
This plan applies to the following units. 
















GENERAL TEST REQUIREMENTS 
General 
The apparatus used in conducting tests shall be capable 
of producing and maintaining the test conditions required 
with the test item installed in/ on the apparatus and operating 
or non-operating as applicable. 
VSA Handling 
Each VSA shall be kept in the shock mounted storage 
containers at all times, except for testing. The maximum 
allowable shock the VSA can withstand in the storage 
container shall be less than 20 gls. The maximum temperature 
shock the · VSA can withstand in the storage container shall be 
less than 1. OOF per minute. 
Heat Source 
The heat source of test apparatus shall be so located that 
it shall not fall directly on the test item unless radiation 
is desired. 
Standard Test Area Conditions 
Laboratory conditions for conducting TG equipment functional 
checkout tests prior to or after an environmental exposure 
shall be, unless otherwise specified, as follows: 
Temperature: 700 F ± 10. OOF 
Relative Humidity: 800/'0 or less 
Barometric Pressure: Lab ambient 
Test Facilities Location 












































All measurements shall be made with instruments which are 
appropriate for the category involved, and for the environmental 
conditions specified. 
Performance Record 
Prior to conducting any of the environmental tests specified 
herein, the Units shall be subjected to a comprehensive functional 
checkout and a record made of all data necessary to determine 
that performance of the Units comply with the requirements of 
the particular specification. This data shall provide a basis for 
checking satisfactory performance of the Units before, during, 
or after environmental tests. A chronological log shall be main-
tained for each VSA and each Unit. This log shall accompany each 
system and shall include all operational periods following 
assembly of the Units and shall be in a form suitable for reliability 
review. This log shall also show the equipment configuration for 
each operational mode and period. Failures shall be documented 
stating time, environmental level, mode of operation and any 









Following installation in the test apparatus and prior to 
environmental exposure, the Units shall be functionally tested 
to a satisfactory level insuring no malfunction or change was 
caused due to faulty installati.on or handling. 
Failure and Retest 
In-Line Failures 
If an in-line failure occurs during a test, the test shall be 
discontinued. After corrective action has been completed, the 
test in which the failure occurred shall be repeated in its 
entirety without a failure before proceedi.ng to the next test, 
unless otherwise specified by the Technical Director. 
Failures Requiring Corrective Action 
For failures requiring corrective action, such as redesi.gn 
which would affect the validity of previously completed tests, 
all prior tests so affected shall be repeated unless otherwise 
specified by the Technical Director. 
Failures With Limited Effect 
For these failures which have a limited effect on the overall . 
Unit or subassembly, the Test Director shall determine the 
feasibility and value, continuing the test to its specified conclusion 
before corrective action is undertaken. 
Substitution of Components 
If a component or subassembly is operated in excess of design 
life and wears out or becomes unsuitable for further testing 











a different component or subassembly with the same 
environmental history may be substituted. 'The Technical 
Director must be notified within 24 hours. 
TEST ACTIVITIES 
General 
This section presents the test activities, events and respon-
sibilities for each unit. As such, it defines the types of 
tests that each Unit will be subjected to, the documentation 
required, and areas of responsibility. Figure 4-1 illustrates 
the Interim Test Program Activities. 
Vibrating String Accelerometer 
General 
The Vibrating String Accelerometers tested and approved, shall 
be capable of exhibiting the mechanical and thermal characteristics 
of the Flight Unit VSA. Figure 4-2 illustrates the VSA Test 
Program. Figure 4. 2a illustrates the VSA Traverse Vibration 
Levels. Figure 4. 2b illustrates the VSA Acceleration Levels. 
Des ign/ Verification Tests 
The Design/Verification tests will be those tests performed and 
documented by Group 23 t whose purpose is to provide VSA 
performance data on all units tested. Failures shall be recorded 
in the log for each VSA unit. 
Breadboard Unit 
General 
The Breadboard Unit shall be capable of exhibiting all electrical 
and some mechanical parameters of the TG Flight Unit. Figure 









Design/ Verification tests will be those tests performed and 
documented by Group 20, whose purpose is to provide data 
verifying the design of the TG electronic and gimbal systems. 
Failures shall be recorded in the Breadboard Unit log. 
Structural/ Thermal Unit 
General 
The Structural/ Thermal Unit shall be capable of exhibiting 
thermal characteristics of the Flight Unit. This Unit shall 
be subjected to environmental testing at Des ign Qualification 
levels to verify the thermal modelling of the gravimeter. 
The environmental stress levels on thj.s unit may exceed the 
maximum mission levels. 
Figure 4-4 illustrates the typical test activity for the 
Structural/Thermal Unit. 
Design/ Verification Tests 
The Design/Verification tests will be those tests performed 
and documented by Group 38, whose purpose is to provide data 
verifying the structural and thermal integrity of the T G. Failures 
shall be recorded in the Structural/Thermal Unit log. 
Engineering Unit 
General 
The Engineering Unit shall be capable of exhibiting all electrical, 
mechanical and thermal parameters of the Flight Unit. This 
Unit shall be subjected to system functional testing at Design/ 
Verification and Pre Qualification levels. 





Design/ Verification Tests 
Design/ Verification Tests will be those tests performed and 
documented by Group 38, whose purpose is to provide data 
for the verification of overall system performance. 
Failures shall be recorded in the Engineering Unit log. 
Pre Qualificc:tion Tests 
Pre Qualification tests will be those tests performed and 
documented by Group 38, whose purpose is to verify the 




























ENVIRONMENTAL VERIFICA TION ~ 
PRE QUALIFICATION I 
TESTS ! 
(VERIFY PR OCEDUR ES) ! 
i 
! 
INTERIM TEST PROGRAM 
FIGURE 4-1 
C' VSA/T=+ OVEN .. ---==:J [. --= v~~!.r ?VEN _ =~ =:J 
r;;PECTIO~~/ELECTRICAL TES;;r [INS~CTION/ELECTRIC~L TESTS ~J ~:. = :: I -- --~ . 1 - - ..... 
VSA Performance Tests @ 122 0 F VSA Performance Tests @ 122 0 F 
1. Bias and Scale Factor Slope / 
Stability 
a. Day to Day & ON-OFF 
b. Across Cooldowns, 122 0 F to 
Ambient 
c. Tested with Test Amplifiers 
2. VSA Parameter Tests - (C TESTS) 
a. Absolute Scale Factor 
b. Absolute Bias 
c. Sum Frequency 
3. Temperature Sensitivity 
4. Cross Axis Tests 
Vibration Tests 
See Note 1 & Figure 4 -2a 
I 
Acceleration Tests 
See Note 2 & Figure 4-2b 
1 
1. Bias and Scale Factor Slope / 
Stability 
a. Day to Day & ON-OFF 
b. Across Cooldowns, 122 0 F to 
Ambient 
c. Tested with TG Amplifiers 
2. VSA parameter Tests - (C TESTS) 
a. Absolute Scale Factor 
b. Absolute Bias 
c. Sum Frequency 
3. Temperature Sensitivity 







VSA flight units shall be exposed to the traverse vibration 
profile as specified in Figure 4 -2a. The VSA units shall be 
monitored to ensure that Bias and Scale Factor shifts are 
within acceptable limits. 
Launch Vibration 
VSA flight units shall be exposed to vibration levels simulating 
the launch profile . . The VSA units shall be monitored to insure 
that Bias and Scale Factor shifts are-within acceptable limits. 
Centrifuge 
VSA flight units shall be exposed to a simu~ated launch acceleration 
profile as specified in Figure 4-2b. The VSA units shall be 
monitored to insure that Bias and Scale Factor shifts are within 
acceptable limits. 
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TIME IN SECONDS 
1000 1200 
Design & Fabricate Breadboard Subassemblies 
4 Pendulum Amplifiers, 1 Multiplexer, 1 A/D Converter, 1 Logic Assembly, 
1 Phase Lock Loop Assembly, 1 PO'wer Supply Assembly, 1 Gimbal Assembly, 
1 Oven Assembly 
·-----,..-----~ 
,-..-------------..1..------------.-.---- ' ______ --, 
Test Breadboard Subassemblies 
1. Verifylnput & Output Loads of all subassemblies. 
2. Verify functional performance of all Subassemblies. 
3. Thermal Tests - Crystal Osci.llator - Stability/Temperature 
;-. ___ -= ur ____________ ~ 
Integrate Breadboard Subassemblies 
1. Perform System functional tests. 
-2 _ Verify that System is operational in all Modes. 
3. Perform Noise tests on ALL Subassemblies. 
~----------------~I~-----------------~-----------'-----­
r----------------------------~-----------------------------~ 
Design/Veri.fication Testing of Breadboard System 
Verify the following: 
1. Total power consumption per module, all Modes, over 
full voltage range. (7. 5 VDC to 9.0 VDC) 
2. Rate of Voltage change that causes system to fail. 






Power transients caused by thermal switches. 
Noise tests of Breadboard System. 
Servo step response. 
Sensitivity of A/D converter & Multiplexer 
Voltage / Current operating range of all power supplies 
(Thermal Tests). 
9. Temperature Control Sensitivity of VSA/P-OVEN. 
I 
Retrofit E frame Breadboard with Actual Modules 
I 
A 
BREADBOARD UNIT TEST ACTIVITY 
Figure 4-3. (Page 1 of 2) 
- 19-
Circuit 
. ~ Specification 
Analysis 
A 
_, ____________ L, __ ~ ___________ ___! 
E frame Thermal Testing 
1. 
2. 
Determine Temperature Differential of E frame & associate Modules 
Verify Thermal/ Functional Performance Parameters (Temp !Volt 
Sensitivity) 
3. Temperature Sensitivity of Gimbal System & Motor Controls 
. ']=---- -
Install Gi-m-b-a-l-A-.ssemblY in Instrument HO~~ing: ] 
I MOd!fY_~readboard for 
, .. ,--- -~=-
viE~ Test -;;Uireme~ 
[=~~= 
Perform Vibration Tests 
1. Gimbal Assembly 
Overall System 
Analysis 
Design! Verification Testing of Breadboard 
Unit 




VSA Measuring Accuracy (all modes) 
Performance Characteristics of PLL 
BREADBOARD UNIT TEST ACTIVITY 
Figure 4--3. (Page 2 of 2) 
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1"",.--.'---- ---- ,-.-.~~----.-<-....I---
Design Fab., Preliminary Tests 
Calibrate 1. Verify Operational cond-
Instrumentation ition of chamber 
(See Note 1) 2. Determine LSS & Pallet 
Temp Control Capabilities 
3. Determ ine Thermal 
Response of LSS & Pallet , 
4. Verify LSS View Factor 
5. Test Remote Activators 
(\Vindows, pallet coupler) 







(See Note 2) 
Blanket Thermal -- Lttery Thermal 
Effectiveness Test Test 
Subassembly 








(See Note 3) 1...--. __ ,...-.. •. __ -.1 
________ ~~ ____ ~ __________ ~J. ________ . ____ . _____ ~ _______ . ______ ~ ________ , ______ ~ ______ ~ 
Assemble & Instrument Structural/Thermal Unit L ' for Simulated Environmental Tests .----~--.-----------------------------------------------.-------------------________ J r 
Air Tests 
1. Hardmount Thermal unit to Pallet 
2. LSS, Pallet and Shroud temperature controlled 
@ +80 0 F 
3. Standby Mode of Operation 
4. Record thermal parameters 
Stowage Test (Cold Mission) 
1. Hardmount Thermal unit to Pallet 
2. LSS, Pallet and Shroud controlled @ 
-20°F 
3. Vacuum <10 - 3 mmHg 
4. Standby Mode of Operation. 
5. Radiator & Display Covers Closed. 
6. Record Pressure & Thermal Parameters 
A 
STRU CTURAL/ THERMAL TEST ACTIVITY 





B c o 
r-_l ... - .. 
Stowage Test (Hot Mission) 
---------------~ 
1. Hardmount Thermal unit to Pallet 
2. LSS, Pallet and Shroud controlled @ +80 o F 
3. VacumD <:io-3 mmHg 
4. Standby Mode of Operation 
5. Radiators & Display Cover Closed 
6. Record pressure & thermal parameters 
Traverse Test 
1. Insulate LSS and Pallet from Shroud 
2. Change Pallet mount, (couple) 
3. Energize Solar Sensor 
4. LSS arid Pallet controlled @ +211 o F 
5. Vacuum «2.0- 3 mmHg 
6. Shroud -320oF 
7. Radiator & Display Covers Closed 
8. Standby Mode of Operation 
9. Solar Simulation 
liLO. All modes of operation 11. Open Radiator & Display Covers 12. Record pressure & thermal parameters 
I 
Rest Test 
Stabilize Pressure @ <10- 3 mmHg 
Solar Simulation OFF 
Standby Mode of Operation 
Change pallet mount (Decouple from Unit) 
LSS controlled @ -100oF 
Pallet controlled @ -157o F 
Radiator Cover Open 
Record thermal parameters 
Radiator Cover closed 
Record thermal parameters 
Other Tests to be conducted as required 
B c D 
STRUCTURAL/THERMAL TEST ACTIVITY Figure 4-4 (Page 2 of 3) 







1. The unit will be instrumented \-vith about twenty-four thermocouples. 
Additional sensors will be placed on the shroud, LSS) and pallet simulator. 
2. The inner structure temperatures win be taken vlith two thermistors, 
one on the VSA and another on the P-OV8n. In addition the bridge 
output) on the P-oven control circuit will be HlOnitored. 
3. A breakout panel is being designed to monitor the output data. 
Dummy Thermal Mass Subassemblies 
1. A/D Converter 
2. Logic Assembly 
3. Power Supply Assembly 
4. E. Frame electronics 
5. VSA & VSA amplifiers 
6. Crystal Oscillator 
7. Phase Lock Loop Assembly 
8. Battery Pack Assembly 
Real TG Subassemblies 
1. Precision Oven Assembly 
2. Intermediate Oven Assembly 
3. Precision Oven Control Circuitry 
4. Stepper Motor assemblies 
Time Line 
Duration of testing 2 to 3 months - 24 hours coverage required 
for 3 weeks. 
STRUCTURAL/THERMAL UNIT TEST ACTIVITY 
Figure 4-4 (Page 3 of 3) 
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TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER 
ENGINEERING UNIT TEST ACTIVITY 
Components I D~mrny VSA See 1 Engineering Unit ~; ~'v-en with ------J r----~........IIL--. __ -.---,. L __ ~~riaX~~C) _ Note 






Qual Level-Random 1--- Sim. Pallet 
Recording Equip. Vibration - 3 Axes 







Reassemble TG with 
VSA (See Note 2) 
,I} Ver,ify Cqbling 
2) Final Oven Wiring 
3) Oven Thermal Impedance 




ENGINEERING UNIT TEST ACTIVITY 

















1) Verify Proper Operation 
in all modes 
,-- - - - - 2) Verify Power Consumption 
3) Perform Noise Tests 
4) Perform Voltage Sensitivity 
Tests 
I 
TG Performance Tests (see Note 3) 
1) Clock Stability 
2) P.L.L. Operation 
3) Determine Gravimeter 
Performance 
1 _____ ._ .. _. 





4) Check VSA Alignment 
5) Verify Level, Measure 
Time 
6) Verify Servo Performance 
7) Verify Acceptance 
Procedures, Specifications 
~ __________________________ ~l,, _______________________ ~ 
TG Field Test (see Note 4) 
1) Compare to Performance of 
Other Gravimeters at Iillown 
."G" Locations 
2) Verify Operation Procedures 
ENGINEERING UNIT TEST ACTIVITY 
Figure 4-5 (Page 2 of 5) 
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TG Thermal Tests Chamber 
Sim Pallet 
L. S. S. 
Remote 
1) Verify Thermal/ Functional 
PerforrDance 
Device 
2) Temp. Sensitivity 
3) Simulate Mission 




Therma~[ __ _ 
Blanket~ 
4) Verify Acceptance 
Levels 
5) Verify Qual Levels 
6) Determine Thermal 
Limits (Failure) 
7) Verify Temp. Display 
A ccelration Tests - Centrifuge 
1) Launch - Determine Pre and 
Post Performance 
2) Verify Qual Levels 
I 
8 g's, 1/2 sine TBD DUration 






ENGINEERING UNIT TEST ACTIVITY 
Figure 4-5 (Page 3 of 5) 
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._----!I_. __ . ______ _ 
Vibration Tests 
1) Determine TG Performance 
(VSA) Shifts 
2) Verify Acceptance Levels 
3) Verify Qual Levels and Lirnits 
Performance Tests 
Perform Parti.al n epeat of 




TG Teardown (See Note 5) 
Perform Teardown to Inspect 
for Degradation not 
Apparent in Performance 
Tests 
Operation Check 
1) Verify TG Operation Procedures 
2) Verify KSC Preparation for 
Launch Procedures 
ENGINEERING UNIT TEST ACTIVITY 
Figure 4-5 (Page 4 of 5) 
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Note 1 . Dummy VSA 
A dummy VSA will be fabricated 
employing a triaxiel accelerometer. 
Note 2. The TG will be assembled as a 
complete functional unit with the 
exception of the thermal blanket. 
Note 3. Additional short performance tests 
will be accomplished before and after 
each environmental test to ensure 
proper TG performance, 
Note 4. The TG will be fie ld tested at known 
g location (Logan, Harvard and tested 
at known attitude changes (MIT Green 
Building) . 
Note 5. The TG will be disassembled and inspec-
ted for loose parts, screws, heaters, 
gear train appearance etc. 
ENGINEERING UNIT TEST ACTIVITY 
Figure 4-5 (Page 5 of 5) 
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lNTRODU CTlON 
This Certification Test Specification is submitted as the defining 
document of the test program to be conducted on the Traverse 
Gravimeter Experiment (TG), CEl No. 2025000. The primary 
objective of the entire test program is to demonstrate the ability 
of the TG to perform the mission requirements with safety, 
reliability and operational efficiency. 
This document presents information according to the Technical 
Specification, Exhibit B, of Contract Numbered NAS 9-11555, 
and CEl Specification No. 2025000 on the following subjects: 
a. The specific tests to be conducted 
b. Description and identification of equipment and component 
parts to be tested 
c. Objectives of the tests 
d. Locations of facilities and equipment requirements 
e. Time phasing of the tests 
APPUCABLE DOCUMENTS 
The following documents of the exact issue shown form a part of 
this specification to the extent specified herein: 
NASA Documents 
Exhibit B, Contract NAS 9-11555 
January 12, 1971 
MIT / CSDL Documents 
CEl No. 2025000 
Latest Date in Effect 
.--.-.~-.. 
Technical Specification for 
Traverse Gravimeter Experimer 
Contract End Item Specification 
for Traverse Gravimeter 
Experiment 
Qualification Test Specification 
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IDENTIFICATION OF HARDWARE 
The TG shall consist of the follo wing major assemblies: 
Outer Structure Assemblies 
Base Housing 
Thermal Insulation Blanket 
Battery Pack 
Power Supply Module 
Phase Lock Loop Assembly 
Crystal Oscillator 
Control and Display Assembly 
Surface Radiator 
Inner Structure Assemblies 
Precision Oven 
Intermediate Oven 
Electronic Frame Assembly 
Middle Gimbal 
The number of TG I s which will be subjected to testing are: 
One ( 1) Engineering Unit (development and pre-qualification 
tests), one (1) Qualification Unit (acceptance and qualific~tion 
tests) and two (2) Flight Units (acceptance tests). 
OBJECTIVES OF TESTING 
In-Process Test Evaluation 
The objectives of the In-Process test evaluation is to verify 
manufacturing integrity. These tests will be performed using 
the applicable subassembly test procedure before assembly of 
the instrument. 
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ASSEMBLY TEST PROCEDURE . ATP NO. 
1. VSA Amplifier 
2. Pendulum Compensator 
3. Pendulum Amplifier 
4. Multiplexer 










6. Motor Drive 
7. Power Supply 
8. AID Converter, BCD Counter' 
9. Motor Logic 
10. Display Control 
11. Display and Logic Subassembly 
12. Display and Control Assembly 
13. Electronic Frame 
14. Phase Lock Loop 
15. Battery Pack Assembly 
16. Precision Oven Assembly 
17. TG Subassembly 
18. TG 












The obj ectives of the development tests on the TG are for the 
purpose of demonstrating the performance of the TG and 
establishing the prequalification requirements. The development 
test data will be used to generate functional procedures for 
further testing of the Prototype, Qualification, and Flight Units. 
Qualification Test 
The primary objective of the qualification test program of the TG 
is to demonstrate that the TG design is capable of being subjected 
to simulated mi·s sion environments and maintaining its perfor-
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efficiency, 
Acceptance Test 
The objective of the acceptance test program on the TG system is 
to ensure that the flight hardware has been manufactured and 
assembled in a manner adequate to meet mission objectives of 
safety, reliability and operational efficiency. 
Pre- Launch Test 
The primary objective of the pre-launch test is to verify, after 
receipt by the integrating contractor or NASA-MSC, that the 
instrument was not damaged during handling and that functional 
performance capability was not deteriorated. Functional testing 
will be performed to verify instrument integrity. 
Integrated Systems Test 
The obj ective of the integrated systems test is to verify-that the 
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TESTS 
In-Process Test Evaluation 
The Qualification Unit and Flight Units shall have successfully 
passed the required In-process subassembly and assembly 
test procedures. 
Development Tests 
The TG developments testing will consist of those tests as defined 
in the Interim Test Plan, ITP 2025000. 
Qualifications Tests 
The T G qualification te sting will cons ist of the following: 
Functional Tests 
Functional tests, as defined in 'Paragraph 5. 4. 1. 
Sinusoidal Test 
Sinusoidal, as defined in MIL-STD-810, Method 514.1 Figure 514.6 
using Time Schedule IV of Table 514-11. 
The Qualification Unit will be exposed to a sinusoidal test in three (3) 
orthogonal axes as follows: 
Frequency 
5 to 12 Hz 




1. 4 g peak 
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Random Vibration Test 
Random Vibration as defined in MIL-STD-810, Method 514.1. 
Qualification level vibration test will be conducted in three (3) 
orthogonal axes to the following levels: 
Frequency 
X Axis 
20 to 150 Hz 
150 to 300 Hz 
300 to 350 Hz 
350 to 400 Hz 
400 to 1300 Hz 
1300 to 2000 Hz 
OC Axis 
20 to 60 Hz 
60 to roo Hz 
100 to 130 Hz 
130 to 165 Hz 
165 to 315 Hz 
315 to 450 Hz 
450 to 600 Hz 
600 to 2000 Hz 
8 Axis 
20 to 420 Hz 
420 to 900 Hz 
900 to 1000 Hz 
1000 to 2000 Hz 
Level 
O. 005 g2/Hz 
+9 dB / oct increase 
0.04 g2/Hz 
-12 dB / oct decrease 
0.025 g2/Hz 
-12 dB/oct decrease 
0.005 g2/Hz 
+12 dB/oct increase 
. 2 
0.04 g /B,.z 
-9 dB/oct decrease 
0.02 g2/Hz 
+9 dB / oct increase 
0.06 g2/Hz 
-3 dB / oct decrease 
0.005 g2/Hz 
+12 dB/oct increase 
0.1 g2/Hz 
-12 dB / oct decrease 
Test Duration per Axis - 5 minutes. 
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Acceleration Test 
Longitudinal axis, as defined in MIL-STD-810, Method 513.1, 
Procedure 1. The forward acceleration test level will be 7.5 g's 
(launch direction, OGA), for a 5 minute duration. 
Lateral axis, as defined in MIL-STD-810, Method 513.1, 
Procedure 1. 
The lateral acceleration test level will be 1. 5 g's for a 5 minute 
duration. 
Thermal/Vacuum 
The Qualification Unit will be subjected to thermal/vacuum exposure 
that will produce temperatures 100 F below predicted Intermediate Oven 
temperature and 50 F above predicted Intermediate Oven temperature 
in a vacuum of less than 10-4 torr with solar simulation as required. 
Performance Test 
Testing designed to verify TG performance at specified times during 
the test sequence will be conducted. These tests will take the form 
of Funct ional Tests as defined in Paragraph 5. 4. 1 . 
Acceptance Test 
Functional Test 
Non Flight Configuration - A functional test in a non-flight 
configuration using GSE Test equipment shall be conducted before 
simulated environmental exposure and at the completion of all . 
testing. Parameters measured shall verify functional operation. 
Functional Test 
Flight Configuration - A functional test in a flight configuration 
shall be conducted before, after and during as required, for each 
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Random Vibration Test 
Acceptance level random vibration shall be performed in three (3) 
orthogonal axes. 
Thermal/Vacuum Test 
Thermal/Vacuum test to flight temperatures that verify thermal 
integrity of the instrument shallbe conducted. Chamber pressure 
shall be less than 10-4 torr. Flight·Configuration - functional 
tests shall be performed before, during and after Thermal/Vacuum 
Test. 
Acceptance Test 
Complete acceptance testing at MIT /DL will consists of the following 
sequence of tests: 
a) Visual Inspection 
b) Functional Tests 
c) Acceptance Vibration Test 
d) Thermal/Vacuum Test 
e) Final Functional Test 
Pre Launch Test 
The Pre Launch Test will consist of a visual check and inspection 
to establish, that the hardware has maintained its original physical 
condition and a functional test to verify its performance capabilities. 
This test will verify that the instrument is ready for launch. 
Integrated System Test 
The Integrated System Test will verify that the integrated system 
meets performance specifications at integrating contractor or 
NASA - KSC. The test will be performed using the applicable 
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TEST FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
MIT /DL Facilities and Equipment 
a) Thermal Vacuum Chamber - Diameter 4', Length 6'. 
National Research Corp. 
b) Precision Centrifuge - Length 32' 
Rucker Co. 
c) Electrodynamic Exciter 
Ling Model PP60/ 140/ C70 
Test Location 
MIT / DL Cambridge Facilities 
a) In-process test evaluations 
b) Development Tests 
c) Functional Tests 
MIT / DL Bedford Facilities 
a) Functional Tests 
b) Enviromnental Tests 
6.2.3 KSC 
7.0 
a) Pre Launch Test 
b) Integrated System Test 
TEST SEQUENCING 
Figure 1 shows the sequence of tests on Qualification and Flight 
Unit (TBD) 
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PERFORMANCE DESIGN VERIFICATION 
Verification methods and test types to verify that the TG meets 
the performance / design requirements of Contract End Item 
Specification, Part II, Section 3, shall be as defined in the 
verification matrix following Figure 1. (TBD) 
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TeE PRELIMINARY LUNAR OPERATIONS TIME LINE 
NAS 911555 M.IT CHAR LES STA RK DRAPER LABORATORY. Comb,;dge, Mo"oohu .. It,. 
MI SS ION E' /n IT 
G ND ELAPSED TIME 
TGE LOCATION 
ASTRONAUTI TGE INTERFP.cE TI ME REQU IRED 
----
REMOVE TGEI GEOLOGY PALLET FROM QUAD III NASA 
SECURE TGE PALLET 10 LRV NASA f---




104 .00 120. 0 0 
STOWED IN QUA.D.III 




BEGIN l R V BEGI N BEGIN lRV END RE TUR N TERMINATE END BEGIN lRV END RETURN END RETURN END 
EVA-3 TRAVE RSE lRV TRAV ERSE TGE OPERATION TRAVERSE l RV TRAVERSE END EVA-I REST PERIOD BEG IN EVA- 2 TRAVER SE l RV TRAVERSE EVA - 2 RE EVA-3 
12 7.00 14 1.00 147.2 0 148.00 16 2 .00 
LRV L5 LI"V L.S L RV 
-
- - --
--------- - - ------------------- -------------------- ----------------------------------------------~------~-----------
- --- - -- - - -- ----
~~D~E=P~LO~Y~T~GE~O=N~L~U~NP:'~R~S~U~R~FA~C~E _ _________________ ___ ~l~M~IN ____ ~------------------~----------------------~I~------------____________________ ~ _ ___________ ~ _ _______ ~.~ _________ __ ~ __________________ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~ __ ~.~ __ ~ ___ ~~~~ __ ~~~ -
PERFORM INITIAL OPERATIONS ON LUNAR SURFACE AND REPORT 12 MIN 
INITIATE GRAVITY NIEASUREMENT MODE AND REPORT 10 SECS 
PERFORM READ MODE AND REPORT 30 SECS 
PREPARE TGE - REST PERIOD 2 MI NS 
OPERATING CONTINCENCIES 
PHASE LOCK LOOP BYPASS MODE 2.5MINS 
BIAS GRAV ITY MEASUREMENT MODE 4.0 MINS 
READ MODE - TEMPERATURE DATA REPORT 0.5 MINS 
MONITOR MElISUREMENT CYCLE 2,5MINS 
MISSION SUPPORT -
MISSION CONTROL CENTI,R I-IOUSTON 
REPORT TO C[JR - PI - M ITI DL TGE STATU S 
PR I NC I PLE INVESTIGATO R 
- -----------------------------
EVALUATE AN[) ADVI SE MCC -H ON TGE OPERATION 
M ITI DL HOUSTON 
PLOT THERMAL AND BATTERY DATA BASED ON LAUNCH AND LTD 
RECORD, EVALUATE,ADVI SE PRINCIPLE INVESTIGATOR ONTGEPROGRAM v--
-- -- -
START O F E AC. H I 
' STATION T~VERSE. • • • -_a 
• I E NO OF EA.C:H STATIoN ~VE.RSE 
STAI2T OF EACH 
STATlOI\.I Ti':AIJEeSE. I 
• I 'E I\JD Df<" ED.C.\-\ I srAT10/l,) T'EAV'El25E • 
• 
'S'T"'AJ:2T O~ Ef::;.c..14 
STAT ION TrLAVEJ(SE • 
I 





--- ---- - -- -
t* ____________ ~it~ ____________ ~ ______ ~~~ __________________ ~~ _______________ _! 
GO/NOGO ~-------------------------------------------------
----- - --- --- - - - - ------- --- --- -- --- - - - -
• 
• 
' -
'1 
• 
_I 
• 
. 
. .:.c 
